
Since the KCR government came to power,
the forest official intensified their efforts  to throw
out the Adivasis and other tribals from their Podu
lands and occupy their lands forcefully to implant
teak and other  seedlings in those lands. For more
than four and half decades the Adivasis  have been
fighting against the unjust and autocratic methods
of forest officials in the Godavari valley under the
leadership of our party. Forest officials closetted the
reserve forest lines into the lands of the Adivasis.
They were not allowed to bring firewood and even
material for broomstick and leaves for taking food
etc. Non tribes illegally taken thousands of
Adivasis’ lands giving petty amounts or nothing
and resorting to collect exhorbitant interest rates
from the Adivasis. If they failed they resorted to
take their lands in liue of their ‘loans.’ and interests.

Under the leadership of the party Adivasis
fought against forest officials started cutting unre-
served forest and re-occupying their lands. In this
process Podu cultivation also started by the time of
emergency. For the last four decades Adivasis have
been cultivating their podu lands. The adivasis have
been demanding Pattas for their lands. Before every
elections ruling class parties  used to promise for
giving pattas to the Adivasis and other tribes. Soon
after the elections they,in general, forget their
demands. However, KCR immediately after coming
to power started anti-Adivasi crusade while prom-
ising to give 3 acres of land to poor people. 

With the intensification of forest officials
harassments like fencing the fields of Adivasis, call-
ing them as encroachers of forest lands  and land
grabbers; with the help of police forest officials are

15 thousand Adivasi and other tribals’
Dharna in Hyderabad on 25-06-2015

Don't Pull Back Podu Lands from Adivasis other tribals 
15 thousand Adivasi and other tribals’Maha Dharna Demand

Long Live Marxism - Leninism - Mao - Zedong Thought

15 thousand Adivasi and other tribals Participated the Maha Dharna in Hyderabad  on 25th May 2015
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digging trunches around the fields, government
is threatening to put crores of seedlings in their
fields to develop ‘Harithavanams’; It is also
threatening that government will grow plata-
tions in the non-patta lands of the Adivasis and
other tribals: Started foisting cases. It threatens
to impose PD act against the Adivasi Podu culti-
vators. In such a situation  the Adivasis and
other tribals  started their fight again against the
forest officials in a big way. In this process the
Adivasis and other tribals of Warangal and
Khammam districts decided to stage a dharna at
Hyderbad to bring their demands to the notice of
TRS government. 

Therefore they came in thousands to
Hyderabad to stage a dharna in Hyderabad in
scarching heat waves. Negating the severe warn-
ings of the government that people should not
come out from the houses in day time to avoid
deaths like birds in the heat, thousands rushed
to the city. Altogether 15 thousand  men and
womenfolk of Adivasis and other tribals came to
Indira park and staged a mammooth dharna.
Before coming to this dharna they have coduct-
ed two months long campaign at village, man-
dal, division and district level and submitted the
memorandas to the concerned officials on their
land issues. As the government did not permit
for rally they have  decided to hold a dharna at
Indira Park of Hyderabad. The leaders of CPI
(ML) new democracy and leaders of AIKMS and
other mass organisations attended to the dharna
and  expressed their views supporting just
demands of the Adivasis and other tribals.

Comrade Mukthar Pasha state secretariat
member of CPI(ML)new democracy presided
the Dharna on25--06--2015. 

PODU CULTIVATION IS THE RIGHT OF
ADIVASIS ... Com. P. Tanya

Comrade Tanya CCM of CPI(ML)new democra-
cy spoke at length on the Podu cultivation of
Adivasis: Taking the lands of the Adivasis by
force is atrocious she said. KCRshould shun his
efforts to shift the Adivasis from their forefathers
place by branding them as encroachers in their
own land. She reminded the Supreme Court ver-

dict which says only Adivasis has the right on
the forest; Rulers should understand the cen-
turies old  history of Adivasis who have been
struggling for their rights on forest and for their
existence; We should not forget that Birsa
Munda, Komaram Bheem, Alluri
Seetharamaraju  etc. laid their lives in these
struggles. From the great Telengana peasant
Armed Struggle(1946-51), Naxalbari Armed
Struggle, Srikakulam tribal armed struggle,
godavari valley struggle to  Dandakarnya strug-
gle are all were fought for land and are continu-
ing for land. She reminded to the governments
that forest woulbe protected only when the gov-
ernments provides  weapons to the tribals
instead of forest off icials. 

Tanya said that the central and state gov-
ernments succumbed to the pressures of world
bank and hence they are implementing such
policies which provides forests, lands to the big
industrialists and corporate companies. She
warned that unless Adivasis were given the
rights on the forest in accordance with the 5th
schedule of the constitution, they would have to
fight for the 6th schedule to acheive their seper-
ate state. She demanded that KCR should with-
draw his attempts to grab the lands and podu
lands of the Adivasis and other tribals and Modi
should withdraw his “land acquisition ordi-
nance.” She concluded her speech saying that all
peoples issues particularly the land issue would
find correct solutions only with the victory of
new democratic revolution.   

PATTAS SHOULD BE ISSUED TO PODU LANDS 

Com. S.Venkateswarao

Comrade SV Telengana state secretary of
CPI (ML)new democracy demanded that pattas
should be issued to podu lands that have been
cultivated for decades together. He said that
great leader comrade CP came to forest and did
revolution  for the rights and lands of Adivasis’
sons and daughters. Hence the Adivasis respect-
ed and kept him in their hearts. The present day
rulers are pursuing atrocious attempts to vacate
the Adivasis from the forest and their attempts
should be rebutted.                           (Contd.. 6 )
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Comrade Stalin one of the five great teachers of
Internaational Communist movement died in March 1953. As
soon as he died the revisionist  forces inside the CPSU usurped
party and state power. Due to various reasons CPSU did not
remove these forces from the party organisational structures at
various levels. These forces hiding themselves raised their heads
immediately after Stalin’s death and captured the power centres in
SU. Kruschev who was praising Stalin day in and out when Stalin
was alive placed his “secret report on Stalin” in 20th Congress of
CPSU in 1956. The first International Communist Party that
supported the 20th Congress was CPI. That opposed it first was
CPC. The CPI in its Fourth Congress held in April 1956 upheld
the 20th Congress report. Ajoy Ghosh the GS of CPI in his report
supported the 20th Congress report in the following way: “The
20th Congress is a landmark in the history of the International
Communist movement. On the basis of mighty victories it showed
the way to still greater victories. Eschewing all dogmatism and
doctrinairism, it tackled the current problems in a bold way,
creatively developing Marxism-Leninism. It has shown that
possibilities have opened out and how these can be realized for
uniting all patriotic, democraatic and socialist elements in every
country for advance in every sphere, for new successes, for the
cause of people and the working class.” Thus the Fourth Congress
of CPI held immediately after 20th Congress had started going
along the high road of revisionism.

Kruschev secret report which maliciously denounced
Comrade Stalin had paved the way for a great debate in the
international communist movement regarding the basic postulates
of Marxism-Leninism. The CPC analysed during its great debate
in 1963 said: “ the 20th congress of the CPSU was the first step
along the road of revisionism taken by the leadership of CPSU in
1956. From the  20th congress onwards the revisionist line of the
CPSU leadership had gone through a process of emergence,
formation, growth and systamatization. A number of views
advanced at the 20th congress concerning internaational struggles
and the international communist movement were wrong, were
violations of Marxist-Leninist tenets. The complete negation of
Stalin in the name of “combating personality cult” and the thesis
of peaceful transision to socialism by the “parliamentary road”
were gross errors of  principles. The criticism of Stalin was wrong
both in principle and method .... Kruschev viciously and demagog-
ically told a host of lies in his secret report...”

Long Live Great Debate!
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The vilification of Stalin in the so-called
secret report of Kruschev to the 20th Congress
was was leaked to the impertialists and it was first
published by the US state department.
Immediately after this all  imperialists and their
lackeys started worst kind of campaign against the
international communist movement. After this
propaganda Communists and workers parties
meeting was held in Moscow in 1957. Soviet
leaders tried to use this occasion to spread their
opportunist line. With the initiative of CPC
number of parties opposed the Soviet line. After a
serious struggle 1957 Moscow Declaration was
issued opposing the stand of 20th Congress. In
1957 general elections CPI won in Kerala and
came to power with the help of few independents.
With this the CPI leadership started their
propaganda that Kerala victory vindicated the
Correctness of 20th Congress line of CPSU. In 5th
congress of CPI at Amritsar party constitution
was amended in the light of 20th congress
orientation. To transform the party into a mass
party reflecting the parliamentary road of CPSU.
Even after the 1957 declaration situation in the
ICM could not become better. The CPSU leaders
were extending the ideological differences between
CPC and CPSU into state relations. In this
background 81 parties meeting tookplace in
Moscow. Instead of trying to forge unity among
them, the CPSU on the eve of this meeting
distributed a 127 page letter savagely attacking
CPC. Due to China and other parties efforts the
split in the ICM was averted for the time being
and 1960 statement was released which postponed
the split. CPI section was gradually moving  to
nakedly accept the CPSU’s ideological and
political positions. A split situation arose in CPI
but the Moscow statement also postponed the CPI
split at the time of Sixth Congress in 1961.

On the one hand CPC was doggedly
fighting to safeguard the tenets of Marxism-
Leninism  while giving minor concessions to rally
the other parties to its positions. On the other
hand it had been publishing some theoretical
articles like “Long live Leninism!” “Letter to
Togliati and others”: “More on Togliati”, “Letter

to Thore and others”, “Whence the differences!”
etc to safeguard the purity of Marxism-Leninism.
CPSU leaders took  steps to formally split the
International communist movement with their
open letter on March 1963. In reply  to this the
Chinese Communist Party under the leadership of
Comrade Mao started its great debate in the ICM
with its June 14th letter  known as “A Proposal
Concerning the General Line of the International
Communist Movement. Along with this letter
CPC issued 9 Commentaries.  All these documents
are popularly known as “Great Debate.” 

The March 30th 1963 letter of CPSU went
against the general Marxist-Leninist tenets
explained in the 1957 declaration and 1960
statement of Communist and workers parties of
the world. Contrary to these tenets the CPSU
letter preached apart from other things three
cardinal principles are there which go against
Marxism-Leninism. They are “general line of
three ‘peacefuls’ that is, peaceful co-existence and
peaceful competetion with the imperialist system,
and peaceful transition to socialism.” CPSU had
vehemently attacked those who oppose these
principles as sectarians and dogmatists. The CPI
leadership  toeing the line of CPSU maintained
this criticism upto 1990.  CPM also basically
maintained more or lesss the same tone   with
some cosmetic  changes  upto 1990 until the
destruction of Soviet Union was over. After
comrade Stalin’s death CPSU became revisionist
and bourgeois: SU became capitalist and social
imperialist. Despite all thse developments for
almost 4 decades the CPI and CPI(M) leaderships
were trying to find socialism in it. They are
repeating the same drama with regard to China
after the death of Mao. Therefore for the genuine
communists and revolutionary ranks the world
over, the June 14th, 1963 letter and the 9
commentaries of CPC are the guiding principles. 

Those who unequivocally supported and
stood by the cardinal principles contained in these
documents became ML parties and organisations
through out the world. Those who opposed with
this or that pretext became various kinds of
revisionist parties. Comrade Mao, the great
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teacher of world  proletariat and down trodden
tried his level best during his life time to prevent
CPC become into a revisionist party. He
conducted  great proletarian cultural revolution
in China to prevent restoration of Capitalism in
China.  Due to some mistakes during his life time
and immediately after his death the capitalist
roaders inside the CPC usurped the party and
state power with various cunning methods
particularly learning from soviet party. There
might be some mistakes occured during the great
proletarian cultural revolution: When compared
them with  the vast impact it  created in the world
and the  great contribution it provided and
enriched the ICM, no genuine communist can
either  minimise or reject it any  pretext. It is one
more great experience like Paris commune to the
ICM. It was an epoch making event in the world.
It is one more “Long March” in the history of the
world communist movement. As the great teacher
comrae Mao taught many more great proletarian
cultural revolutions have to be conducted to
establish socialism on firm ground and reach
communism.

We have been waging serious ideological
and politicual struggle against rightist and revi-
sionisgt forces inside our organisation  for  more
than 20 years . Ultimately we have parted our
company with them as CC, CPI(ML)new
democracy took a compromising stand with the
AP PC majority who claim themselves as the
majority in the party. We have  decided to
function in the same name as we are the upholders
of CPI(ML)New Democracy’s basic documents in
letter and spirit. We have conducted our special
congress on 9th September, 2014, on the death
anniversary of Comrade Mao and passed the
Congress documents with minor additions. For
the last one and half year we have been working
without English magazine. Our CC has decided to
bring its English magazine “Rising New
Democracy” from June 14, 2015 as by- monthly.
June 14th is an auspicious day because  on  that
day CPC started its great debate against
Khruschev modern revisionism. Our magazine

will fight all wrong trends in the communist
movement particularly against rightist and
revisionist trends among the Indian CRs. It
furnishes the news and views regarding the
struggles of workers, peasantry and all the
downtrodden sections of people.

Slanders against Great Teachers :
It is not a new thing in the history of the

international communist movement for the ene-
mies of Marxism-Leninism to vilify the leaders of
the proletariat and try to undermine the proletar-
ian cause by using some such slogans as “combat
personality cult”. It is a dirty trich which people
saw through long ago. 

- Bakunin slandered Marx as “as a German and a
Jew, he is authoritarian from head to heels” and a
“Dictator”.

- Kautsky criticised Lenin : “the God of
Monotheists”, who had reduced Marxism “to the
status not only of a state relegion but of a medieval
or oriantal faith”.

- Trotsky slandered Stalin : “Stalin was a
“Tyrant” and that “the Stalinist bureaucracy has
created a vile leader - cult, attributing to leaders
divine qualities”.

- Tito slandered Stalin : “Stalin was a “dictator”,
“in a system absolute personal power.”
(From “On  Stalin” page : 136,137) 
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(From page - 2 ) Adivasis wanted to express their
difficulties to KCR, they wanted permission for
their rally in Hyderabad: He denied permission
for rally. He got the prisoners who were hand-
cuffed killed in the name of encounter. These
incidents exposes the nature of KCR government
said SV. Chandrababu got the sandal wood
coolies of Seshachalam killed in fake encounter
in AP which exposes the nature of his govern-
ment. SV said KCR government is tryinng to
shift the Adivasis from the forests so that it could
provide various forest properties and immense
sources of minerals to the corporate companies
in the name of protecting the environment etc.
So recognising this they should fight against
these attempts said SV. He concluded his speech
with a request that they should advance along
the road shown by the martyrs like Com.CP,
Doranna, Yellanna and Ganeshanna.

KCR SHOULD IMPLEMENT HIS MANIFESTO

Com. K.Goverdhan

Comrade Govardhan demanded that KCR
should implement his promises contained in
their election Manifesto; It is already one year
but he did not implement his promises: As he
described his Manifesto as Bhagavathgeetha,
Khuran and Bible he should implement his
promises. It is not correct  to negate his promis-
es. At least now he should implement his prom-
ises. KCR who promised to give 3 acres land to
SCs and STs is attempting to grab the lands of
Adivasis: so we should oppose their attempts.
Government should shun the attempts of gra-
bing(livelihood)  the lands and convert the
Adivasis as beggars  said Goverdhan. He said
one should understand that after coming to
power KCR governmnet changing its priorities
and giving priorities to corporates and multina-
tional companies: It is not giving attention to
poor people’s issues particularly the issues of
unemployed. Concluding his speech he said
KCR governmenat would have to face resistance
of the Adivasis and other tribals if they continue
their attempts to vacate the Adivasis and tribes
from the forests with the mask of “Haritha
Haram” and protection of environment.

LANDS WILL BE ACHIEVED ONLY
THROUGH STRUGGLE

Com. Mukthar Pasha

Pasha said that lands would not be given
by some body but will be achieved only through
people’s struggles. He criticised the KCR gov-
ernment for not properly  implementing the SC
and ST sub-plan. He appealed that all sections of
people should fight against the government for
deceiving  them without implementing its prom-
ises.

ONLY ADIVASIS HAVE THE RIGHT ON
JAL, JUNGLE AND JAMEEN

Com. V. Sandhya

She said: it was ridiculous on the part of
the governments  to talk about “Harith Haram”
while tribes have been dying with viral fewer
like birds. In the past TDP and Congress govern-
ments cruelly acted against the tribes whereas
KCR government is treating them as
enchrochers and land grabbers. It is atrocious to
describe the Adivasis who resort for podu culti-
vation for their meek living as enchrochers, land
grabbers etc and try in a conspiratorial manner
to shift them from their traditional forests. The
government which fails even to supply the
drinking water is completely sinking the tribes
in the name of Polavaram and Kanthanapalli.
Sandhya concluded her speech with a call that
people should fight against the Modi,
Chandrababu and KCR government that are
resorting to destruction with the mask of devel-
opment.

KCR WANTS ONLY TO PROTECT THE INTER-
ESTS OF MULTI-NATIONAL COMPANIES

Com. Mandala Venkanna

Comrade M.Venkanna, Telengana state
GS of AIKMS spoke in the following way: KCR
said goodbye for the promises he made during
the seperate Telengana movement and during
elections and serving the multi-national compa-
nies as most important one. This exposes the real
nature of his government. He demanded that
intellectuals should open their mouths agaist the
anti-people’s rule of KCR as he is playing tricks
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in the name of “Mission Kakatheeya”

Venkanna concluded his speech saying
that people would teach a lesson to KCR govern-
ment which is giving most favoured treatment to
the Big corporates like the earlier governments.

DON’T TOUCH THE OU LANDS!

Com. A.Narendar

Comrade Narendar Telengana state IFTU
leader demanded that KCR should immedeatly
withdraw taking OU lands with the pretext of
building houses for the poor. Instead of taking
OU lands that are necessary for its future gener-
ations, take thousands of acres lands that are
under illegal occupations and build double-bed
room houses immediately for the poor. He
concluded his speech with a demand that
Telengana Circar should stop non-serious
thoughts and  shun the attempts of shifting state
secretariat and building multi-storeyed
buildings around Hussain Sagar.

DON’T TOUCH THE PODU LANDS

Com. Gouni Ilaiah

Ilaiah CPI(ML) Khammam distict leader,
ZPTC member explained that for the destruction
of forest, environment Adivasis and other tribals
are not responsible but the smugglers, contractors
and the governments that supported them are
mainly responsible for them. Trying to throw the
Adivasis who are living with Podu cultivation
for the last four, five decades from the forest is
injustifiable. For distributing at the rate 3 acres
for Dalits and other tribes needs 70 lakh acres
but KCR distributed only 1200 acres upto now.
Ilaiah concluded his speech demanding that
government should not intervene in the podu
lands issue of Adivasis and other tribal people.

In this Dharna many other speakers like:
Vooke Padma POW statate general secretary,
AIKMS leader Komaram Satyanarayana, PYL
Ramtenki Ashok, New Democracy Warangal
leader H.Lingya also spoke. All these speakers
requested that the government should not take
the lands of the Adivasis and other tribes and
create flames in their peaceful lives. Comrade

K.Venkateswarlu City IFTU leader invited the
leaders to present on the dais at the Dharna.

ARUNODAYA CULTURAL PROGRAMMES
GRATIFIED THE DHARNAITES

Since morning 10 o’clock the Arunodaya
artists played different cultural items that
gratified thousands of Adivasis and other tribal
people who came for Dharna. They danced and
and sing songs. Arunodaya state general
secretary comrade Nirmala, leaders Gunde
Srinu, Vupendar, Murali, Ashok, M.Sarala,
Telengana Sreenu and others sang songs, staged
dances which attracted the Dharna. The “Rela
Rela” song sung by comrade Sarala and Chorus
and dances  given by Khammam and Warangal
Arunodaya teams  which reflected the culture of
Adivasis attracted the dharnaites most. The
Arunodaya artists progrmme between the
speakers gave relief for the             dharnaites for
hours together in the scorching heat (49 to 50
centigrade). 

PARTY DELEGATION MET THE CM

Having sensed the 15 thousand
dharnaites mood of the Adivasis and other
tribal people in the scroching heat wave for
hours together moved the entire Hyderabadites
irrespective of warnings from the government
and other sources. This is biggest dharna by CPI
(ML) new democracy in the recent past. In this
background government sent a message to send
a delegation to the CM. Therefore a 5 member
delegation led by Comrade SV T.state secretary
of CPI(ML) new democracy met the CM-KCR at
6 o’clock.  Meeting continued for one hour.
Delegation brought  the contents in the memo-
randum to the notice of the CM. CM there and
then asked higher officials not to throw the Podu
cultivators from their lands. CM asked the
delegation to tell the Adivasis not to cut new
forest: Then forest and police officials will not
harass cultivators podu and lands that were
being cultivated upto now. CM ordered joint
survey for knowing the ground realities.
Government officials and party representatives
already visited some villages and podu lands
twice. 
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On March 30 a mamooth public meeting
was held in Khammam town. Thousands of
people particularly youth came from different
areas of Khammam by 12 O’clock itself. As the
youth (both boys and girls)  came with red flags in
their hands and wearing red shirts and red caps
Khammam town became reddish. By the time the
youth reached the ground the Arunodaya Artists
of the two states went forward and welcomed
them into the ground. The youth rally started at
4PM from the stadium as the teams of Arunodaya
artists were going ahead of  the procession one
after the other with various costumes and dresses.
The caricatures of black-money being guarded by
the Indian rulers kept on a bullock-cart attracted
the people very much in the streets. Teams wear-

ing blankets, teams of drums, May-pole dance,
doolies, teams of horns, Bathukammas, Budaga
Jangals etc various village handicraft arts
advanced in forefront of the procession in a huge
number.

Along with the different kinds of artists
were PYl state convenor A.Rajendar and PYL
leaders like Thudam Veerabhadram, H.Lingya,
Gopi Krishna were in forefront of the Procession.
Mukthar Pasha leader of the invitation committee
and Gouni Ilaiah etc. walked in front of the pro-
cession along with others. In the procession along
with the Khammam youth, the youth from
Warangal,Nalgonda,Hyderabad,Nizamabad,
Rangareddi,Medak, Adilabad also attended in a
significant way. In the procession girls also

The first PYL Telengana state conference 
successfully held at Khammam

Swamy Agnivesh Addressing the public meeting held in Khammam on March 30, 2015
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participated mirthfully in a big way along with
the boys.

By the time the procession reached to the
canal bank  Tamilnadu leaders joined the
proceerssion which gave enthusiasm to the
processionists. At Mayuri centre Chief guest
Swami Agnivesh  also joined the procession and a
bit later Professor Kodandaram joined it hence the
joyful mood became boundless. In the meanwhile
the procession reached to the pavilion ground
(Comrade Pagadala Venkanna Pranganam who
we was killed in Rajasthan on party technical job)
Arunodaya artists staged “Sthoopam Dance” in
memory of martyrs who were killed by the state.
It brought  tears in the eyes of audience. As soon
as this was over Comrade Mokalla Ramesh:
general  secretary of Khammam district PYL
invited the guests and speakers on the dais.
Comrade A.Rajendar delivered his presidential
address. He explained the PYL was holding its
first state conference to chalk out the future tasks
for the Telengana youth. 

Main speaker in the Public meeting was
Swami Agnivesh: Social Activist of Delhi.
Delivering his address he said that Prime Minister
Modi brought the Ordinance on Land only to
provide  the lands of the peasantry to the
corporate and multi-national  companies and
realters: In the name of building the state capital
Chandrababu brought a law which engulfs the
lands of the peasantry.  KCR is also treading in the
same way resorting to take the lands of the tribal
people. Lakhs of Adivasis are sunk with the
construction of Polavaram project which was
meant for the interests of Corporate Companies.
While shifting minerals and other natural
resources and constructing the projects like
Polavaram the rights of tribals were neglected.On
the proposal of Chidambaram I initiated talks
with the Maoists and Ajad was killed. We would
continue our struggle for justice on the fake
encounter of Ajad. Those who wish to work
genuinely for justice, law do not need to disman-
tle the any kind of statues in the name of god and
relig ion. No need to pray any temple. Youth

should stand in foreftont to fight against Gutka,
liquer, drugs: they should fight for complete
prohibition of liquer.  Youth should fight for the
implementation of rights provided in the 5th

schedule of constitution for scheduled areas and
fight for their “autonomous rule.”

Telengana JAC co-chairman Mallepalli
Laxmaiah cautioned that people should be alert.
In  the name of united state Telengana lost its jobs,
employment and sources. Students and youth
played  an important role in the movement for
seperate state to have them justifiably. As the
seperate state came into existence all vacancies
should be filled with jobs to-day. Schemes should
be created to provide livelihood and jobs for the
unemployed youth. Concrete steps should be
taken to provide free education from KG to PG.
Struggle should be waged until we  get back the  7
inundating Mandals to Khammam district that
were transfered to AP. He said the reconstruction
of Telengana is not that easy as one expects. It
needs steadfast endeavour. People could get the
benefits of Telengana movement only when the
people and the youth were alert. Progressive
youth are necessary for the development of
society.

Com. ARUN SHOURIE the co-ordinater of
Tamilnadu youth movment said he was proud to
be here. He explained that overwhelming majori-
ty of the youth in the world are workingmen: but
they are exploited by the corporate forces. Various
nationalities are struggling for their development.
Multinational companies are responsible for their
exploitation, suppression and oppression.  Therefore,
there is a need to have mutual solidarity among
various peoples  movements going on in different
states and different areas of the country. 

Com. SV CCM and Telengana state secre-
tary of CPI(ML) new democracy delivering his
address said:  In the past only Britishers alone
used to exploit the wealth of our country: To-day
apart from USA many imperialist countries are
resorting to wholesale exploitation; Modi at the
centre and Chandrababu and KCR in AP and
Telengana states are serving the imperialists.
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Youth should fight taking inspiration from
Alluri, Azad and Bhagathsing and prepare for
giving  great  sacrifices. He said some people are
pursuing revisionist policies while claiming
themselves as revolutionaries. Youth should be
alert towards such policies. He felicitated the
youth who came to Khammam as waves. He
called on the progressive youth to be ready to
wage another freedom struggle to dethrone the
exploitative system.

Com. Chittipati AIKMS national leader
made a scathing attack against Chandrababu
government telling that his governmnet is
forcefully taking the lands of the peasantry which
gives  three crops in a year in the name of building
the world class  state capital.

Com. POW leader Sandhya criticised that
various atrocities are growing on women due to
the encouragment of imperialist culture by the
rulers. AP PYL leader Chittibabu, CPI ML New
democracy district leader and ZPTC member
Gouni Ilaiah, IFTU Telengana state secretary
M.Srinivas, POW leader Vooke Padma and others
spoke in the public meeting. In addition to them
comrade Mukthar Pasha, Mandala Venkanna,
J.seetharamaiah, Giri, Koleti Nageswarao, Potu
Satyanarayana, Thudum Veerabhadram etc.were
on the dais.

Arunodaya artists from two states like
A.Jalaiah, Arunodaya Anjanna, P.Venu, Nirmala
and their teams gave various cultural
programmes which attracted the audience. 

On March 31st delegates session began in
Comrade Thudum Ramaiah nagar (Bhaktharama
das Kalakshethram). Open session was held with
400 delegates plus 100 other members. At the
outset PYL state convener comrade A.Rajendar
hoisted the PYL flag. After this famous advocate
and APCLC state vice-president and honorory
president  Bicchala Thirmal Rao made his
introductory remarks in the session. N.Thirmal,
poet, invitation committee chairman and dis trict
secretary of Telengana writers association made
his welcoming address. Telengana JAC  chairman
professor Kodandaram made his opening speech. 

Com. Vinayagam CCM of Communist Party
(ML) People’s Liberation who came from
Tamilnadu gave his message as a special guest.
Comrade Nayan Jyothi general secretary of
kranthikari navjavan sabha (representing the
northern states), AP PYL leader Chittibabu and
C.Baburao TPTF state ex-secretary gave their
messesages.

THE GREAT LATENT POWER EXISTS ONLY IN
THE POLITICS OF PEOPLE’S MOVEMENTS:

In the delegation session lessons on
different subjects were provided. Senior Journalist
Satheesh Chandar gave his lecture on “the impact
of vicious imperialist culture” on the youth. By
detaching the relations between men, the
imperialist culture is diverting the youth into
wrong channels. The youth travelling towards
lumphenism and careerism are becoming as
anti-social elements. The rulers of this country are
acting according to the dictates of imperialists like
play-bulls. The globalisation policies brought by
the rulers in the service of imperialists are banging
the ear drums of the youth.

we should turn the youth towards the aims
of the movements. Youth should wage struggle
against the conspiracies of imperialism with class
consciousness. Social consciousness alone would
drive the youth in correct direction. The great
latent power exists only in the politics of peoples
movements which takes them in the direction of
changing the system. The youth of PYL who are
progressive forces should understand the
importance of this and advance. 

LIVELIHOOD FOR YOUTH EXISTS ONLY
WITH THE PROTECTION OF LANDS

Com. K.Ravi: Editor “Tholakari” Said: We
have acheived our lands through many struggles;
Now the   Modi government is striving to provide
such  lands to the industrialists and capitalists
through their “land ordinance.’’

They are showing the industries as the
simbles of development. But to-days industries
are run only by machinery and computers. These
industries would provide jobs only 5% of the
skilled youth and not for the remaining 95%
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youth.  

Even in 70% of Telengana lands non-food-
grain crops are grown. The “make in india”
scheme of Modi is nothing but providing lands to
the corporate sector by forcefully taking the lands
from the small and marginal farmers. KCR also
providing lakhs of acres lands to the corporate
forces. Unless we protect the lands we will face
the danger of food security and have to depend on
corporate forces for our foodgrains.

To-days parliament is fully filled with
capitalists that have crores and crores and they are
bringing such laws and acts which serves the
interests of exploiters. Youth will have livelihood
opportunities only when they protect the lands.

Progressive youth should be in the forefront to
provide the consciousness among the people to
protect their lands and play their role being in the
forefront of their struggles.

MODI IS THE AGENT OF COMMUNALISM
AND IMPERIALISM

Modi is working as the dependable agent
for the communal ideology of Hinduthva fascist
forces and imperialist, corporate forces. National
and International corporate forces spent two lakh
crores, propogated  through their media and
brought Modi into power with a strategy. Modi is
coming forward in the name “Gujarath Model”
that served the iterests of capitalists like Ambani
and Adani. Within 48 hours of his coming to

Delegate session being addressed by Political JAC Chairman Prof. Kodandaram 
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power he resorted to attack the working class and
peasantry. 

He is annuling the working class acts which
they achieved through their struggles during the
British days. Giving attractive slogans like undi-
vided India, he is conspiring to create divisions
among the people. Modi is working to implement
the internal agenda of Hindu communal forces as
his main target. Youth should understand the
danger of Hindu communal forces. PYL youth
should play important role in the movements
against hindu communal forces and against
imperialist corporate forces.

Com. Mukthar Pasha: Both Modi and
Chandrababu announced national status to
Polavaram only to serve the interests of corporate
forces. Stamping underfeet the constitutional
rights and the rights of grama Sabhas they are
building projects like Polavaram, Kanthanapalli
and making lakhs of tribal people displaced. They
are implementing the policy of Greenhunt and
killing Adivasis only to hand over the country’s
mineral resources to the foreign countries.  Even
after coming the ST,SC sub-plan Modi granted
only 4.23% budget for 16% Adivasis. It is nothing
but a deception. 

Instead of giving 3 acres land as KCR
promised he is taking the lands of the tribals
which they achieved through their long struggles.
KCR who is inviting the international corporates
and big industrialists of other states is inhumanly
acting against tribals coming from Chattisgadh
due to green hunt operations. 

Non implementation of 5th schedule and
related Village sabhas and PESA act and 1/70 act
etc were the reasons for the pathetic conditions of
the Adivasi people. “Autonomous Mandals’’
should be made schedule areas  in accordance
with the recommondations of Dilip Singh Bhooria
Commission. The youth particularly the Adivasi
youth should be ready to make sacrifices in the
struggles taking inspiration from the history of
past struggles. 

Com. K.Govardhan: state secretariat

member of CPI(ML)New Democracy spoke on the
“re-construction of Telengana”: He said youth
played an important role in the seperate
Telengana movement.  Youth had many expecta-
tions that if Telengana comes they will get jobs,
employment and livelihood. But there is no proof
at all  to say that Telengana government is taking
steps in that direction. It appears that the pillage
of Telengana resources and interests by the
corporate forces takes place. 

It appears no concrete effort is made to
fulfil the promises of 3 acres land to the Dalits,
jobs, employment and livelihood to youth. No
effort is made to make the cultivation profitable
by taking  corrective steps to provide remunera-
tive prices. No solution is visible to fill the lakhs of
vacant posts, to arrange necessary new posts, to
regularise the contract employees and workers
etc. Government autocratically suppressed the
one month long historical strike of the Singareni
contract workers. Telengana government   stood
in support of Seemandhra contractors during the
strike period. Resorting to whipping against
democratic movements has become a general
phenomenon in Telengana state. In the back-
ground of this  situation, the youth have to play a
crucial role in the reconstruction of Telengana. 

In the end of delegates session comrade
Vinayagam spoke in brief: Fraternal relations exist
between the languages of Telugu, Tamil, Kannada
and Malayalam of these states. With the colonial
rule of the Britishers Madras presidency gained
prominence  in the country. The formation
Communist Party in 1920, anti-nizam struggle and
Srikakulam struggles the brought closeness
between the Telugu and Tamil people. It should
be  continued. 

In IT sector Hyderabad, Bangalore, Chennai
are playig important role not only in India but
throughout the world. This is beneficial in South
Asia. In implementing the liberalisation policies
Jayalalitha, Karunanidhi, Chandrababu and KCR
treading in the same track. In our struggle against
them in South we should move closely expressing
solidarity to one another. PYL should play impor-
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tant role among the organisations that stood by
the people. 

Com. Nayan Jyothi: General Secretary of
Kranthikari Navjavan Sabha: In this system poor
becoming poorer and the rich becoming richer.
Liberalisation increases this gap furthermore.
Cultivation became difficult due to  further
increase in labour. Since last 20 years for every
half an hour one peasant suicides. Owing to  new
economic policies the conditions of workers
sharply eroding. 60-70 strikes occur during one
year period in Rajasthan, Delhi and Haryana. In
Malout the workers strike is still continuing.
Government and managements jointly suppress-
ing the workers. Heavy burdens on the people
and social oppressions are continuing. After the
formation of Telengana moves started in

Darjeeling and Goorkhaland. Agitations also took
place against CPI(M) and TMC in Bengal. We
should stand by each other in the movements in
different parts of the country extending mutual
solidarity. In this PYL should play important role.

Finally a 15 member state executive was
elected by the conference: Varadaiah as president
of statte PYL, A.Rajendar as the General secretary
of PYL, Thudum Veerabhadram as vice-president,
Mokalla Ramesh as joint secretary of PYL,
Mothilal as the treasurer and 9 others as executive
members: They are: Balaiah and E.Gopi Krishna
(Hyderabad) Ramtenki Ashok, P.Naresh and
Dhanasari Kumari (Khammam) Bandari Raju
(Adilabad) Gani (Karimnagar) V.Mallesh
(Nalgonda). 

The Maharashtra police have arested com.GN
Saibaba, working as professor at Delhi University, a one
year back charging that he has maintained contacts with
the CPI(Maoist) and conspired against the state. since then
com. Saibaba is put in a cellular barrack in Nagpur jail,
where he can get even no light and air. He is suffering
with more than 90% of peralisys. He can move no where
without a try cycle assisted by another person. He is suf-
fering from heart, liver, kidny etc. ailments. The jail offi-
cials are resorted to many sufferings by providing even no
medicine to him.  Recently the High Court of Bombay
instructed the jail officials to provide immediate medical
fecility to GN Saibaba in a private hospital. Even today
there is no result with that order. The same was reflected
with the illegal arrest of Kobad Gandhi, who was arrested
about five years ago the state resorted to cruel attitude
towards com. Kobad Gandhi. It resulted a nation wide
protests against this cruelty of the police.

Com.GN Saibaba born in Razole village of East
Godavari district in Andhra Pradesh learnt higher studies
facing many difficulties. In this course he participated in
many democratic struggles. He waged and stood in fore-
front with his full energy to propagate this idealogy. He
participated in many public meetings and programmes.
He is not an under ground person. He is always with the
people and strove to resolve their issues. On the one hand
the courts say that it is not a crime to have any idealogy
including that of Maoist idealogy, on the othe hand the
courts are silent at the in human attitude of the police and
othe officials who are trying to take away the right to life

of com. Saibaba. 

A seven members of ministers aproached and
appealed the Union Home Minister Rajnath Sing that com
Saibaba is given no chance to speak to his family members
more than a year and to release him, but all these are
invain. 

On the other hand Lalit Modi, who is entangled
in enforcement trap, facing charges of found culprit in
scam, is moving free elsewhere on merciful blessings and
co operation of rulers and acting according to their dic-
tates.The intellectuals like Saibaba who propagate and
strive for social economical and political equality and for
male - female equality are supposed to face illegal arrests
and abductions. What does the instants prove that the
“class justice” prevails in a class society with this ? It is his
crime of prof. GN. Saibaba to demand to implement land
reforms, security and future for Adivasis Dalits and other
toiling masses and right to live with houner which are
provided by the  Constitution of India. CPI(ML)New
Democracy strogly condemn the illeagal arrest of com.
Saibaba.

The Central Committee CPI(ML)NewDemocracy
demand immediate and unconditional release of GN
Saibaba and too withdraw all illegal charges framed
against com.Saibaba

Chandranna
General Secretary 

CPI (M-L) New Democracy

Release Com. Saibaba Unconditionally 
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A.P. CM and his coterie decided the
c.apital area negating the negating the recom-
mendations of the Sivarama Krishnan
Committe decided by the Central government
to recommend the area for the construction of
AP capital. It searched three or four sights like
Donakonda in Prakasam district, Nuzvid in
Krishna district. In these two places nearly 50
thousand acres lands including government
banjar, forests and dry lands: Sivarama
Krishnan committee preferred Donakonda
from different angles and opposed the capital
between Vijayawada and Guntur cities. Though
Vijayawada and Guntur cities are in the centre
of the state they did not preferred because the
danger of earthquakes, floods, costly lands
which gives three crops. In the meanwhile
Chandrababu and his close friends in TDP
leaked different areas for capital while actually
decided the area on the southern bank of
Krishna river. Owing to the leakage of informa-
tion regarding the  capital city area realters
i.e.the benamees of TDP MPs, MLAs very close
to Chandrababu’s coterie bought thousands of
acres:  TDP leaders of different levels, their
relatives, followers bought thousands of acres
in the would capital region. After giving two or
three months time for this deals Chandrababu

announced his cabinet decision regarding the
capital region. For acquiring the land TDP
government decided the “land pooling” instead
of land acquisition system in 29 villages in
Thulluru,Mangalagiri and Tadepalli Mandals.
In these 29 villages Govt. decided to pool 35,000
acres land. CPI(ML)New democracy reacted
first against the land pooling. It published a
pamphlet requesting the people of 29 villages to
oppose the land pooling explaining the damage
it causes not only to the peasants but also the
entire people in these villages and the destruc-
tion of whole villages.

Party leaders and cadres distributed the
pamphlets and ensuing danger to their lands,
crops and the villages as a whole. POW state
and district leaders toured the villages and
explained the dangers to come for this area.
Other parties also started moving against the
land pooling except CPI. Gradually anti-
pooling agitation picked up. Altogether party
brought 8 pamphlets explaining current
decisions and propaganda of TDP government
and their real intentions.A public meeting was
conducted in Yerrabalem in Mangagiri Mandal
with 500 people. Ex-chief justice of High court
P.Laxma reddi appealed to the to oppose land
pooling and warned the government that it

Navyandhra Capital : 

Chandrababu Naidu : In the service of Corporate and MNCs
Vadde Shobhanadriswara rao, Swamy Agnivesh Addressing the protest Dharna against land pooling in Hyderabad
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cannot build the capital using repressive
measures. In case, he said, government needs
the lands it should take them by convincing the
peasants and not by using force. Chandrababu
says government will take the lands through
acquision unless peasants do not agree for
pooling.  Laxma reddi said land pooling has no
legality and even Modi’s Ordinance did not
mention the land accquision for “Capital
Construction”. Hence pesants should agree to
give their lands in accordance with the “Land
Acquision Act-2013”. He said CRDA (capital
region development authority) is against the
spirit of democracy. Those who do not wish to
give their lands should fill up the 9.2 form: They
should read whatever forms the officials give
before signing: Uneducated peasants get the
forms studied and sign carefully. He reminded
that assignment lands also are eligible for
remuneration. 

Vadde Shobhanadriswarao: Ex-agricul-
tural minister and ex-parliament member
criticised the governmnet is making the
peasants as scape-goats with the pretext of
“building capital.” He expressed his anguish
over taking 30,000 acres to “Singapur type”
capital; a responsible governmnet does not
resort to take this much of land for the construc-
tion state capital and he did not see this kind
land acquisition for the capital construction. He
requested the government to re-examine its
decision. He said two or three thousand acres
dry lands around Thulluru  are enouch for the
“core capital.” He urged the government stop

taking Jareebu Lands(Three crops lands with all
market facilities). Central governmnet  has
promised to give necessary amount for capital
construction. Therefore instead of touring
repeatedly to Singapur to urge them invest
their capital which benefits the international
corporates demand the centre to give moree
monetary help. The construction of “Core
Capital” should benefit the peasants and the
village related people instead of benefiting the
Singapur Corporates. If government forgets its
responsibility and resort for forceful land
acquision he will stand by the peasants and
agricultural labourers and the handcraftsmen in
the villages until the end. 

Chittipati Venkateswarlu: AIKMS AP
state General secretary Delivering his lecture
said that the BJP governmnet until recently was
gving slogan of “Swadesi” after the election
abruptly changed its stand and brought “Land
Ordinance” only to serve the interests of the
capitalists in the world and multi-national
companies. Showing the Modi’s Ordinance as
pretext Chandrababu is trying to acquire the
peasants’ lands. So peasantry and people of the
villages as whole should resist such attempts.
He said we would resist taking Jareebu Lands
for capital construction. Thanks to land pooling
system the entire village people i.e.poor and
middle class peasants, small and marginal
farmers, tenant farmers, agricultural labourers
will face severe losses. He reminded the
resistance of Singur and Nandigaon people in
West Bengal, people’s resistance against Posco

Vadde Shobhanadriswara rao, Swamy Agnivesh and
others in a Rally protesting land pooling in Vijayawada 

POW - AIKMS rally in Mangalagiri
protesting Land Pooling 
POW - AIKMS rally in Mangalagiri
protesting Land Pooling 
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company in Odissa : 2013 Land Ordinance came
in the wake vast resistance struggles of the
displaced people throughout the country: The
BJP governmnet to-day trying its level best to
nullify that act to serve the national and
international corporate forces and the multi-
nationaerl companies. Here inthe capital region
also number TDP landlords’ and BJP leaders
including MP’s vast lands ands in hundreds of
acres and their villas built in acres of lands are
untouched by the government pooling officials.
Therefore he appealed all the villagers in the
capital region villages should come forward to
jointly fight against the land pooling and
forceful acquisitions: At the same time
appealed to all the political parties, organisa-
tions, democrats who oppose the land pooling
to jointly conduct struggles against the govern-
ment cunning methods of different kinds.

Anumolu Gandhi: Peeasant leader
vehemently criticised the land pooling system
which serves the interests Singapur Corporate
forces instead of our peasantry: It is nothing but
“throwing the crows to feed the eagles” He
appealed to the peasantry in the Jareebu Land
villages to  resist the governments efforts
unitedly. 

V.Laxmareddi: State President of Jana
Vijnana Vedika criticised the government
severely saying the government is acting most
undemocraticaly in the matter of  building the
state capital. Without taking the opinions of
mass organisations and political parties the
TDP and Chandrababu are treating the

construction of state capital as their own affair.
Hence it is creating man problems. He cession
started from railway station and reached
Thummalapalli Kalakshethram via Lenin
Centre,Besant road. Swami Agnivesh promi-
nent leader of socialist activists attended as the
chief guest for this convention. Delivering his
speech Agnivesh criticised that Chandrababu is
resorting to pool thousands of acres stamping
underfoot the welfare of the peasants and
agricultural labourers to serve the interests of
Corporate forces. He said corporate forces like
adani and ambani spent thousands and
thousands rupees for the victory of Modi: Here
in AP Sujana Choudari, Narayana, CM Ramesh
etc. spent immense crores of money for the
victory of TDP. Both Modi and Chandrababu
working restlessly to fulfill their promises to
these elction donors. In the name of bringing
one lakh twenty thousand crores foreign
investments Modi is bringing “Land
Ordinance” in place of 2013 Land Acquisition
Act which helps the peasantry and poor people
to some extent or the other. 

He questioned why he was pooling
more than 30 thousand acres for the state
capital which is nowhere in the world with the
pretext of development, building miraculous
capital  and developing the state. He explained
Chandigarh-the united capital of Haryana and
Punjab was built in much less place compared
to this: How is it justified to say he will build
the capital like Singapoor and Japan style
without taking the native conditions into
consideration? How is it correct to provide the
pooled lands to corporate forces in exchange for
their investments in the state

capital without trying to bring the special
status to the state, other facilities and money for
building the state capital?   He called on the
people to fight against the MLAs to whom you
voted when they are trying to grab your lands
without payments. 

Vadde Shobhanadriswarao: Thoroughly
exposed the cunning nature involved in the

Justice Laxma Reddy Addressing the Dharna in Hyderabad
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land pooling system. He squarely questioned
Chandrababu when you are telling that
peasants are giving their lands willfully why
are you keeping 29 RDOs in 29 villages? You
promised the first signature would be on
waiver of peasants’ loan and dwakra women,
did you fulfil? Why you are supplying Telugu
forms to the peasants? When peasants are wil-
fully giving their lands for pooling why are you
are threatening them govt.would use Modi
ordinance unless they give their lands? Your
are getting the crops burnt, sending police to
threaten the people and repressive measures
are utilised. Why all this? He warned taking the
lands which give 3 or more crops in a year cre-
ates food security problems both in the state
and in the country. He concluded requesting
the parties and mass organisations intensify the
movement against the pooling and forceful tak-
ing of the lands from the peasants and on other
problems of the village people in the concerned
villages. 

IF YOU GIVE BIRTH SINGAPOOR WE
WILL CREATE SINGURS: 

Comrade Tanya

Presiding the convention Tanya said
whichever party might come to power is working
to serve the interests of multi-national compa-
nies and changing the existing laws to serve
them; Hence the need is increasing to fight for
preserving even the existing laws. Centre and
state governments are taking steps one after the
other to vacate the peasantry from their lands.
There fore we should fight against such
measures. She questioned Chandrababu you
are taking 30 thousand acres for capital and 80
thousand acres for outer ‘ring roads’ are these
grandfather’s lands? Babu is running around
Japan and Singapoor begging them to invest in
the capital,she said, investments comes to fleece
the people   and not for the welfare of our
people. She warned if Chandrababu tries to
construct Singapoor in the capital taking the
lands of the people by force people would

create Singur and Nandigoan’s.

Comrade SV, Telengana CPI(ML)New
Democracy state secretary, Com. K.Govardhan
State secretariata member of Telengana,
V.Sandhya POW, Peasant leader Anumolu
Gandhi, V.Laxmana reddi, Jana Chaitanya
Vedika state Convenor, Ramakrishnam raju
leader of National forum of mass organisations,
Vishnu: state president of POW, Chittipati
Venkateswarlu AP state general secretary of
AIKMS, Mallela Seshagirirao:PUCL state leader
spoke in the convention exposing deceptive
land pooling measures of Chandrababu
government. Arunodaya artists gave their
cultural programmes both in procession and in
the hall. The cultural programes attractracted
the people in the streets and attendents and
guests in the hall.

The Rythu and Rythu coolie rights
protection committee invited Medha Patkar to
the Capital region on .... ... She visited some
villages and spoke in the public meeting held in
Penumaka the main village of Jareebu lands.
She elaboratedly exposed the cunning tactics of
Modi in bringing the “Land Ordinance” in
place of 2013 Land Acquisition Act. She also
vehemently condemned super deceptive tactics
of AP CM Chandrababu Naidu in pooling
thousands of acres and creating “Land Banks
with lakhs of acres” to provide land to the
corporate and multinational companies for
oing realestate business in collusion with
foreigners. Top leaders of all parties except TDP
and CPI attended to this public meeting.

Rights Activist Methapatkar with the protesters
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Comrade Chittipati concluded the meeting
with his vote of thanks.

Dharna in Hyderabad against forceble
acquisition of lands for the state capital:After
number of programmes in the villages of
Mangalagiri, Tadepalli and Thullur Mandalams,
round table meeting in Guntur, AIKMS conven-
tion in Mangalagiri, Party convention in
Vijayawada AP state committee of CPI (M-L)
New Democracy decided to hold a Dharna in
Hyderabad. It held the Dharna 19-03-2015 at
Indira Park with hundreds of people. Ex-Chief
Justice of Highh Court attended as the Chief
Guest at the Dharna. Taking lands in a single
night using the CRDA Act which had no legali-
ty is horrible. Peasants who signed on 9.3 form
are taking back their lands and it is their right
he said. Government is taking the peasants
lands in acres and giving them in yards which
is not at all justifiable. There is no need to fear
with threats of forceble land acquisition they
can take back their lands who signed on 9.3
form. 

Comrade Tanya commented that
Chandrababu is dealing the affairs at his will,
he should understand that it is not his family
affair: It is the public affair of the whole state.
She said instead of concentrating the entire
‘development’ in capital region, the develop-
ment should be decentralised to develop all
districts. Apart from peasants guarantees
should be provided to all particularly land for
and livelihood for the coolies. Cultivable and
Jareebu Lands should be exempted from the
land pooling and acquisition. 

Comrade Y.Venkateswarao: state
secretariaat member of CPI(M) commented
both TDP and BJP are playing games together;
BJP is not implementing its promises given at
the time sta te division whereas TDP is not
demanding to fulfil those demands: Not only
that with the pretext of no money providing
lands of the peasants to international
companies which their party seriously
opposing.  Already TDP failed in implementing
its election promises so how can their promises
regarding the promises in the capital region? 

Mallepalli Laxmaiah (Senior journalist)
commented that governmnet should be
transparent and it is deplorable to see a CM
following the VAASTHU system in our secular
state and wasting lot of peoples’ money; It is
not at all correct: Through many struggles SC,
ST sub-plan came into existence but funds are
not correctly provided to Dalits and Adivasis.
He promised that he would extend his full
co-operation for the movements for the protec-
tion of Dalits, Yanadis and other minorities.

In this dharna CPI(ML) state leader
Gurram Vijay Kumar, peasanteaders Anumolu
Gandhi and Srinath Choudari, Janavijnana
Vedika state convenor V.Laxma Reddi,
National Convenor of POW V.Sandhya,
Telengana State commitee secretariat member
of CPI(ML) new democracy comrade
K.Govardhan, CPI(ML)new democracy AP
state secretariat member comrade S.Rajarao,
N.Brahmaiah  Guntur DC secretary of
CPI(ML)new democracy, AIKMS AP state
leader Mekala Prasad, POW state leader Seelam
Yesamma, City secretary Narendar and
Anuradha(IFTU), M.Srinivas Telengana state
IFTU joint secretary etc. participated in the
dharna. Photo exhibition of Thullur lands pho-
tos was held. Arunodaya artists like Arunodaya
Anjaiah, M.Sarala, Jeevan, Ganesh, etc. sanng
songs which attracted the audience. Comrade
Chittipati Venkateswarlu, the state leader of
CPI(ML)New Democracy presided over the
dharna. 

Cultural performance  by Arunodaya troop
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REVOLUTIONARY UTILIZATION OF
ELECTIONS; OUR TACTICS

1.1 Participation in the elections or boycott of
elections is a tactical issue, though for years,
overwhelming majority of com-munist rev-
olutionaries treated it as a strategic question.
The question should always be addressed in
the light of concrete circumstances as Lenin
said “... we have always presented this
question concretely and in connection with
definite political situation.” (Vol. II, p. 141)
Hence the method of revolutionary utiliza-
tion of elections should be decided on the
basis of what tactics would advance the
revolutionary consciousness of the people
and help the party to prepare the people for
revolu-tionary struggle or to bring about an
upsurge in the people’s movement. To boy-
cott elections as a strategic question or to
concede it as a tactical question but advocate
permanent tac-tics of boycott, amounts to
standing aloof from the arena of political
struggle and to fall prey to passivity. The
question of boycott should be decided on
the basis of preparation and readiness of the
people to go into revolutionary action. “...
Revolutionary tactics must not be built on
revolutionary mood alone”, cautioned
Lenin and even less on the mood of
revolu-tionaries.

1.2 Our semi-feudal, semi-colonial country can
be liberated only through protracted
peoples’ war. We should adopt such tactics
which serve the interest of this strategy.
Tactics must serve strategy. We should
implement the classical teachings on
election not mechanically but adapted to the
concrete condi-tions of our country. We
should keep in mind that elections decide
the question of Governmental power unlike
other ques-tions of tactical nature.

1.3 Ours is a semi-feudal, semi-colonial country
where revolutionary struggle and mass
movements would develop unevenly. The
struggle will go to much higher levels in
some areas while it would remain at low
levels in other areas as our revolution will
not take countrywide insurrectionary
course. We should seriously consider the
possibility of boycott in certain areas if the
class struggle there has advanced to a high-
er level and boycotting elections is in the
interest of development of the revolutionary
movement. However, while implementing
these tactics even in certain areas, the ques-
tion should be decided concretely taking
into account the level of mass move-ment,
people’s consciousness and preparedness
and future interest of the movement.

1.4 While participating in elections our basic
objective is to extensively propagate our
New Democratic revolutionary programme
and the political line of our Party and to
politically educate the people to some
extent. If we win some seats, we should
utilize the arena of parliament towards the
same end. Our members in any state assem-
bly or parliament should project the line of
the party on various issues besides raising
the questions relating to their constituen-
cies. We should utilize the election
campaign as a preparation for class struggle
and mass movements. Besides propagating
our political line we should formulate
agitational tasks and extensively propagate
them so that after the elections we are able
to mobilize the people into struggles.

1.5 Our approach to elections is different from
the revisionist parties who take part in
elections for the formation of governments
and just to win seats by resorting to all types
of unprincipled alliances and tactics. Our

POLICY RESOLUTIONS
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aim in fighting the elections is not to form
government under the present Constitution
either at centre or in states. For us elections
are a question of the tactics to be utilized for
the revolutionary political objectives of the
Party. For them elections are the highest
form of struggle or the most important issue
but for us these are subordinate to the inter-
ests of class struggle. As Lenin observed,
“Unlike them, we do not regard this cam-
paign as an end in itself, or even as being of
cardinal importance. Unlike them we subor-
dinate this campaign to the interests of the
class struggle.

1.6 We should field candidates in the elections
primarily on the basis of our strength. Party
committees should take into account the
strength of Party organization and mass
base while fielding candidates and not do so
indiscriminately as this does not help the
party in propagating our political line. The
nominal contesting for contesting’s sake
should not be done. We should fight with
due seriousness, even attempting to win
wherever it is possible, basing ourselves
firmly on the line of the Party. We should be
careful that our contesting elections should
not strengthen election illusions of the peo-
ple. Our campaign should clearly tell the
people that the basic changes in this system
can only come through New Democratic
Revolution.

1.7 Party should fight the election as a
campaign, projecting certain issues before
the people and not just asking them to vote
for our candidates because they belong to
the mass organizations under our leader-
ship. This will help the Party to go to other
sections of people.

1.8 Generally we should not have election
alliances with any ruling class parties,
whether all-India or regional or revisionist
parties nor support their candidates. We

should only align with communist
revolutionary organizations and other
forces supporting the new democratic
revolution.

1.9 In the interest of waging a campaign, we
may adopt flexible tactics of drawing a
minimum programme with the communist
revolutionaries and other forces not directly
or indirectly aligned with any ruling class
party including ruling revisionist parties
and which are genuinely struggling against
the ruling class parties of different hues. The
purpose of such a minimum programme is
to build mass movements and struggles.
Candidates of such forces may be supported
in the areas where joint struggle has
advanced into a real people’s movement, in
the interest of continuing and developing
struggles further.*

1.10 Where we are not contesting nor support-
ing any candidate we should utilize the
election time to propagate the New
Democratic programme and political line
of the Party, expose the real character of
various ruling class and revisionist parties
and impress upon the people the necessity
of building revolutionary movements.

1.11 This election line should be followed in the
local elections conducted on party basis as
well. When local elections are not conduct-
ed on party basis, along with other factors,
the question of struggle against local
tyrants, their hirelings and goonda gangs
should also be taken into account in the
interests of the revolutionary movement.
In the village panchayat elections we may
consider election of unanimous candidates
in two conditions. Firstly where we are the
only political force. We consult the
villagers and decide the candidates. This
situation obtains only in agency areas.
Secondly we may not put up our candidate
if villagers decide to put up a person of
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high repute who is not a recognized leader
of any political party and is regarded
highly by the villagers. Such situation may
arise only in exceptional cases. There is no
question of our discussing and coming to
an agreement with ruling class or revision-
ist parties for unanimous elections.
Division of posts and seats with ruling
class or revisionist parties to manage
unanimous elections amounts to seat
sharing and hence is impermissible.

1.12 There may however be some exceptions in
cases of certain individuals who have
played a pioneering role in the movement
for civil liberties and democratic rights,
specially con-cerning the communist
revolutionaries. Such exceptions can be
made by the CC in cases of all-India nature
and by the PCs with CC approval for
assembly elections and for all other local
elections.

1.13 Party should adopt special election tactics
in the situation like 1977 when the issue of
existing bourgeois democracy and Emerg
ency rule is directly before the people. In
such situations we should call upon on the
people to defeat Emergency rule and vote
for the opposition, while exposing their
real character before the people from our
independent platforms. In such circum-
stances we should utilize all forms of
struggle including elections to restore
bourgeois democratic rights. In such a
situation, restoration of democratic rights
becomes a paramount question and of vital
importance to the development of revolu-
tionary struggles and people’s movements.

1.14 However under the present conditions,
revolutionary forces may not be able to
play any decisive role in the election arena.
This is due not only to the weak and
divided state of revolutionary movement
but also due to the people’s search for

alternatives within the system, to look for
redressal of their problems from the parties
in contest for power within this system.
However the rising struggles of the people
will bring an end to this futile search and
people’s movements will undoubt-edly
break the shackles of parliamentarianism
and legalism.

1.15 Our party should not share power with
any of the ruling classes and their parties -
regional or all-India or with revisionist
parties under the present big bourgeois big
landlord constitution.

STRUGGLE AGAINST CASTE OPPRESSION

2.1 Caste system, with its inhuman oppression
and exploitation of lower castes, is a reality
in India. Caste system entails hierarchical
arrangement of endogamous sections of
society with privileges increasing going up
the ladder and disabilities increasing down-
wards. This barbaric system has the sanction
of Hindu religion. Its influence is so
pervasive that the oppressed castes are not
able to free themselves from its clutches
even after converting to other religions.

2.2 The basis for the emergence of caste system
in India was laid in the Gangetic plains
when the vanquished non-Aryan tribes
were forced to do slave labour for clearing
the land for settlement of agriculture. Prior
to the incorporation of diverse tribes doing
slave labour, three mutable varnas have
been reported among Aryan tribes. With
this incorporation, chaturvarna came into
existence with its immutable varnas. The
fourth varna i.e. shudras, consisted of the
tribes forcibly assigned the role of rendering
servile labour to upper three varnas - the
dwijs. At that stage chaturvarna system
roughly corresponded to the class structure
of that society, was akin to social slavery
and served as the source of almost slave
labour extracted from the vanquished
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groups. It was carried to different parts of
the subcontinent as the model of social
organization corresponding to settlement of
agriculture. Whole groups were assigned
professions of manual labour, of servitude
to the upper groups which dominated the
society. As the sphere of production got
enlarged, more and more groups were
brought into this caste hierarchy at different
rungs of caste system dominated by upper
castes. It got systematized in its present
form in the period of feudalism. The process
continued for a long period with absorption
of different tribal groups into the caste
system and to some degree continues to this
day.

2.3 Caste system served as a source of cheap
labour and hence source of surplus for the
successive ruling classes. Caste system, by
demeaning large groups of labouring
masses to lowest standards of life, served as
the means of reducing necessary labour and
hence a mechanism to render surplus for the
exploiting sections. It served as an
instrument of extraeconomic coercion in the
feudal system. Hence, it was preserved even
when the groups ruling the country did not
subscribe to it. At present semi-feudal,
semi-colonial setup acts as a base for its
existence. With its role in extracting surplus
and the religious sanction behind it, caste
system encompasses both the base and
superstructure in society. Elimination of
caste system requires basic change in the
system of social production which can be
accomplished only through revolutionary
reorganization of society i.e. New
Democratic Revolution. NDR wiil abolish
the base of the caste system and inequality
and thenceforth the struggle for elimination
of castes will be mainly carried on in the
sphere of cultural and ideological fields
with the new system favouring its total
elimination.

2.4 Our society has a long history of struggle of
the oppressed castes against caste discrimi-
nation, humiliation and oppression. A
number of reform movements were
conducted to rid society of this barbaric and
inhuman division and oppression. These
struggles challenged the very percepts justi-
fying the caste system. They were part and
parcel of the antifeudal struggles of the
Indian peasantry. However, these struggles
and reform movements, widespread as they
were, did not succeed in eradicating the
caste system as it came to be rooted in the
feudal mode of production. A number of
social groups went out of the fold of
Hinduism in the process, through formation
of new religions and conversion to other
religions but the basic de-mocratization of
society could not be accomplished. The
cause of formation of united society
remained unconsummated and rendered
the society internally divided and weak. The
upper castes collaborated with the victors
and the lower castes bore the burden of
accretion to the layers of the oppressors.

2.5 Struggle against caste oppression figured
prominently in the course of anti-colonial
movement and came on the agenda of
different forces active in that struggle.
Jyotiba Phule along with Savitri Phule did
important work for the education of Dalits
and women and struggled against the caste
system. In the later half of nineteenth centu-
ry, Arya Samaj was formed by Swami
Dayanand Saraswati. While working for
reforms among Hindus, particularly
eradication of certain social evils, with call
for Vedic dharma, it however upheld
chaturvarna. There were divergent trends in
the anti-colonial movement- some
advocating not to take up the issues of caste
oppression in the name of ’unity’ against
colonial rulers. Some others gave
precedence to the struggle against caste
oppression over the struggle against
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colonial rulers. In that period, M.K. Gandhi,
who upheld chaturvarna system, advocated
reform of the caste system particularly some
of its inhuman practices like untouchabifity.
He relied mainly on appeals to the upper
castes. On the other hand, leaders like B.R.
Ambedkar, himself a victim of caste dis-
crimination and oppression, advocated
abolition of castes through participation of
oppressed castes in power structure. He
argued that their participation in the power
structure will help eradicate caste inequality
in society. He advocated a constitutional
path to get rid of caste oppression and
inequalities and advocated reservation as
the instrument to achieve it. While serving
the democratic aspirations of educated
Dalits deprived of their share in society, this
approach neglected the necessity of chang-
ing the feudal system which is at the root of
the decadent caste system. This approach
thus neglected the interests of overwhelm-
ing sections of Dalits and oppressed castes.
It failed to focus on the primary cause of
oppression of Dalits in the vast countryside
i.e. the land question and failed to focus on
the abolition of landlordism as the condition
for liberation from caste oppression paving
the way for the eradication of caste system.
B.R. Ambedkar attached more importance
to scriptural sanction of the caste system
than the concrete conditions that oppressed
castes were deprived of the means of pro-
duction. Towards the end of his political
life, frustrated with the attitude of upper
castes and Congress, B.R. Ambedkar
embraced Buddhism, a step which did not
help the vast Dalit masses in securing equal-
ity and dignity as the causes of the caste sys-
tem are rooted in the socio-economic life.

2.6 The revolutionary struggles conducted by
the Communist Party of India particularly
Great Telangana Peasants’ Armed Struggle
and subsequently by the communist
revolutionaries - Naxalbari and other

peasants’ armed struggles and resistance
struggles, brought masses of oppressed
castes and tribals into struggle against their
oppressors- landlords, contractors and
Govt. officials and focused on the issues of
these sections particularly on land question.
These struggles not only brought dignity to
the Dalit masses in the areas of struggle but
also brought a number of people from Dalits
into position of leadership. These struggles
provided and continue to provide the
correct direction to eliminating the caste
system. Communist revolutionaries are still
working in different parts of the country
with the same orientation and arousing the
masses of oppressed castes into struggles
against semi-feudal exploitation and caste
oppression though their strength and reach
is quite limited.

2.7 Oppressed castes are mostly poor peasants
and agricultural labourers (landless
peasants) who are victims of feudal
exploitation and oppression. Their houses
are burnt, they are maimed and killed, their
women are raped particularly when they
resist their exploitation and oppression.
They suffer from social and educational
backwardness due to centuries old oppres-
sion and suppression. How the caste system
is used by landlords is be seen in many areas
of peasant struggle. The landlords form
goonda gangs on caste lines to fight the
peasant struggle and use the caste divisions
in society to diffuse the struggle against
their own oppression.

2.8 Caste oppression continues in the country
despite growing awareness and struggles
against it. The growing struggles of people
particularly the peasantry have generated
awareness against caste oppression and
caste system itself. Dalits and backward
castes are asserting their long denied rights,
rights of equality and justice. It is worth
mentioning that all the castes oppressed by
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the upper castes do not suffer to the same
degree. While backward castes occupy the
middle position, it is the Dalits who are the
worst victims of caste oppression.

2.9 The ruling classes' response to the rising
struggles against caste oppression has been
to co-opt certain elements from among them
and not to root out the causes of caste
oppression. Even when they pretend to fight
it they target only the peripheral issues and
not the semi-feudal system which is at the
root of it. An example was of Janata Dal
which swore by the name of Mandal
Commission but ignored its primary recom-
mendation of carrying out radical land
reforms.

2.10 There is a just cause for reservation in edu-
cation and jobs for SCs, STs and BCs
though such reservation can not do away
with caste oppression per se. Ruling class
parties limit the question of ‘social justice’
to reservations alone and try to build their
vote banks in different sections by mobiliz-
ing them on caste lines. We have been
supporting the reservation for SCs and STs
as just and democratic. We also supported
the 27% reservation for backward classes
excluding the landlords and bureaucratic
section from availing it. Exclusion of such
‘creamy layer’ is necessary for really
backward sections to avail the benefits
though seats remaining unfilled should be
filled first from such strata before declaring
them ‘unreserved’. This is necessary to
forestall its being rendered infructuous by
the powerful elites who mostly belong to
upper castes. We also favour categoriza-
tion of SCs and STs and also OBCs for the
purpose of implementation of reservation
so that whatever benefits accrue from
reservations are not monopolized by some
social groups.

2.11 It is also noteworthy that whatever little
facilities were available to the SCs and STs

through reservation are being taken away
through privatization. With recruitment in
Govt. jobs and public sector becoming a
trickle, it has become vital that reservations
are extended to private sector as well. The
attitude of some of the ruling class parties-
BJP and Congress-towards reservations is
one of hypocrisy. The posts reserved for
SCs and STs remain unfilled for alleged
want of suitable candidates. But upper
caste people are mobilized against reserva-
tions on the plank of ‘merit’, even while
seats in educational institutions and jobs
are sold in the open market. We should
fight for proper implementation of reserva-
tion and its implementation in jobs and
education in private sector as well.

2.12 Condition of Dalits who converted to
Christianity has not improved. Their social
oppression and backwardness has not been
eliminated but they have been deprived of
reservations for Dalits. The demand for
reservation for Christian Dalits is therefore
a just demand.

2.13 Two approaches have taken shape to the
struggle against caste oppression. The one
sponsored by the ruling classes takes the
upliftment of some persons from these
sections to positions of power as the end
product of the struggle. They mobilize the
castes, target only peripheral issues like
reservations and when in power, their
attitude to issues of social oppression is
basically no different from other represen-
tatives of the ruling classes. The other
approach, followed primarily by commu-
nist revolutionaries, takes fighting against
the caste system and all its oppressions as
primary while fighting even for partial
issues like reservations. The import of the
first approach is to finish off anti-system
struggle of these sections through co-
opting some elements into the power
structure. The import of the latter is to fight
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caste oppression on the basis of class unity
to augment and strengthen class struggle
for the revolutionary reorganization of
society. The two approaches stand sharply
in contrast with each other in practice.
Some communist revolutionary forces are
also adopting wrong approach on this
question by giving precedence to caste
struggle over class struggle, relegating
anti-feudal anti-imperialist struggles to
secondary position, building caste organi-
zations and even dividing cadres of their
organization on caste lines.

2.14 The Bhopal Declaration by a Conference of
Dalit intellectuals and activists held in
January 2002 treads the constitutional path,
praises the reforms of the ruling classes
and pins its hopes on the goodwill of the
ruling class parties under whose rule even
the elimination of caste discrimination and
oppression has remained a mirage. The
Declaration has praised international insti-
tutions dominated by imperialists and has
seen the favourable “winds of change”
emanating from them. The harsh reality is
that the current offensive of the imperialist
powers against the third world countries
has taken a heavy toll of the livelihood of
the oppressed people, in India a good
section of them being Dalits.

2.15 The Declaration has raised the issue of land
for Dalits but without demanding abolition
of landlordism, it has demanded “democ-
ratization of capital” through budgetary
allocation for Dalits for raising some of
them as capitalists and reservation in jobs
and education in private sector, reservation
in judiciary and defence forces. While most
of the demands raised in the Declaration
deserve to be supported as these demands
are being raised by progressive forces, this
reform programme suffers from the defect
of trying to achieve them through the
present system which is opposed to their

realization.

2.16 There are a number of caste organizations.
While the organizations of lower castes
and upper castes must not be equated, it
must be realized that caste organizations,
besides obscuring class consciousness, can
not be instrument of caste abolition. Hence
communist revolutionaries should not
build caste organizations.

2.17 Among the organizations of Dalits and
backwards, there are organizations sponta-
neously and locally formed in reaction to
oppression. These organizations can be
made to join the class struggle and proper
initiatives should be taken to achieve this.

2.18 There are anumber of parties of the ruling
classes claiming to represent Dalits and
backward classes. They only represent the
upper strata of these sections and the lot of
the poor of these communities has not
improved even when these parties had
been in power. Parties like BSP isolate
masses of Dalits and backward castes from
the poor of other communities and pit the
issue of social justice in isolation from and
in opposition to the general interests of the
revolutionary movement and thus serve
the interests of the ruling classes. They
have sought to use Dalit masses like other
ruling class parties use different castes and
communities, as their vote banks for their
power games from which the overwhelm-
ing majority of the Dalits derive no benefit.
BSP has repeatedly joined hands with BJP
for power whom they themselves
denounce as manuwadis. Their overall
approach clearly shows that such parties
cannot advance the movement of the
oppressed castes for justice and equality.

2.19 Bulk of Dalits and backwards are poor and
landless peasants whose basic problems,
including that of caste oppression, can only
be solved through New Democratic
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Revolution. While intensifying the revolu-
tionary struggles, Party should also
encourage measures like inter-caste
marriages to fight caste divisions in the
society and also struggles against all forms
of caste oppression including untouchabil-
ity. Party should intensify its efforts to
develop struggles on issues of caste
oppression, give special emphasis on it and
take initiative for joint struggles with other
forces. Struggle against caste oppression
and caste division should be made a
regular part of the agenda of the democrat-
ic movement. Our Party and mass
organizations must undertake systematic
and regular struggles and campaigns
against the caste system and its various
expressions.

UNITY OF COMMUNIST REVOLUTIONARIES

3.1. For the victory of new democratic revolu-
tion in India unity of the communist revolu-
tionaries into a single party of Marxism-
Leninism-Mao Zedong Thought is a must.
Hence, to achieve such a unity continues to
be an imperative task facing the communist
revolutionary organizations in India. The
all-around offensive of imperialists,
particularly US imperialism, against third
world countries including India and the
intensified attacks of the Indian Govt.
against the communist revolutionaries, has
lent an urgency to this task.

3.2 For the purpose of unity of C.R. organiza-
tions it should be reiterated that all those
who are considered as Naxalites by people
at large for their origin from their break
from CPM after Naxalbari do not come in
the pale of unity. It is necessary to draw
clear lines of demarcation as Lenin suggest-
ed “Before we can unite, and in order that
we may unite, we must first of all draw firm
and definite lines of demarcation.” (Lenin,
Selected Works. Vol. II, p. 45) There are

organizations which have embraced
revisionism and parliamcntarianism, the
prime example being Liberation, and organ-
izations which have renounced the stage of
NDR like CLI groups. These are not in the
ambit of unity efforts.

3.3 C.R. camp stands broadly divided today
into organizations pursuing revolutionary
mass line, organizations following rightist
orientation while claiming to pursue revolu-
tionary mass line and the organizations
claiming to wage people’s war in the
country. In the first category is our Party
with some other C.R. organizations and in
the last category come mainly PWG and
MCC. Besides their anarchist, terrorist activ-
ities in some areas, these organizations have
adopted a sectarian attitude on the question
of unity, not even considering other C.R.
organizations as CRs and are not prepared
to draw proper lessons from their own
experiences and learn from each other’s
experiences. They should not remain
contented with their “civil war” ignoring
the need of unity of the C.R. camp. PWG
and MCC are part of the C.R. camp in view
of their ideological basis, programmatic and
strategic orientation and assessment of
national and international situation. Unity
with them is however dependent on their
correcting their tactical line.

3.4 In fact while pursuing the goal of unity of all
C.R. organizations, the unity of C.R. organi-
zations pursuing revolutionary mass line is
alone possible in near future. However
quick success should not be expected as
group mentality has fortified among
different ML organizations and they have
lost revolutionary perspective to varying
degrees. There is objective basis of unity
among C.R. organizations following revolu-
tionary mass line. But some of them are
putting unity question on back burner
trying to develop their organizations on the
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basis of some special features of their line
which are not in accordance with the gener-
al line of the revolutionary movement.

3.5    The condition of revolutionary camp is
not uniform and prospects of unity) are
not uniform with all organizations. Hence
we should try to achieve whatever unity is
possible while trying for overall unity of
C.R. organizations. We should remain
flexible on the question of forms, whether
bilateral or multilateral, that may become
necessary for the purpose of achieving
unity of C.R. organizations.

3.6 In achieving the objective of unification,
development of revolutionary movement
plays a very important role. This along with
correct approach towards unification are
important to build a single party of
Marxism-Leninism-Mao Zedong Thought in
India.

3.7 Unity among C.R. organizations should be
achieved on the basis of unity on the basic
points of programme, tactical line and
organizational principles.

3.8 Unity of CRs cannot be accomplished on the
basis of minimum agreement which does
not cover the basic points of programme
and tactical line. Such unity will neither be
possible nor in the interest of advancing the
revolutionary movement in the country as
the finalization of programme and tactical
line will have to wait indefinitely for want of
the above said agreement. Similarly the
proposal to form loose federal party with
separate group existence in it will also not
advance the cause of Indian revolution, as
this type of party organization is unfit to
lead and develop the revolutionary
movement and cope up with the task of
advancing agrarian revolution. The united
organization should unequivocally practise
democratic centralism and should devote
itself with greater vigour to develop and

intensify the revolutionary movement to the
best of its capacity.

3.9 Greater agreement is required in case of
bilateral unification than in case of a com-
prehensive unity effort of C.R. camp. For
bilateral unification with any C.R. organiza-
tion, the organization should agree on
characterization of Indian society as
semi-feudal, semi-colonial; path of protract-
ed people’s war; taking imperialism, feudal-
ism and comprador-bureaucrat capitalism
as targets of revolution and acceptance of
Deng ruling group in China as revisionist.
In addition to these, on other important
issues which have led to the past splits, we
shouid strive to come to a common under-
standing.

3.10 Merger of any C.R. organization with the
Party at any level should take place with
prior approval of the CC. Joining of any
group in the Party should also be intimat-
ed to CC in advance.

3.11 The experience of unity efforts among CRs
proves that unity achieved on the basis of
agreement on basic points of programme,
tactical line and organizational principles
alone have lasted, while unity driven by
subjective desires alone without such
agreement have not. It is painful to see
splits among C.R. organizations shortly
after their unity, causing bad impact on
revolutionary people, cadres and sympa-
thizers. This happens not because there is
something innately wrong with the unity
efforts and desires, but because of
disregarding the guidelines of Lenin on
unity and concrete situation of communist
revolutionary movement. Party should
persevere in unity efforts with C.R. organi-
zations on this basis. The lack of immediate
results should not deter us from continuing
our unity efforts, or from being optimistic
about achieving it.
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3.12 Under the present situation, while
pursuing unity efforts, we should try to
build strong movements with C.R. organi-
zations both at the level of Party and mass
organizations against WTO, NEP and
imperialist offensive; against state repres-
sion and attacks of counter-revolutionaries.
It will help in projecting revolutionary line
in opposition to ruling classes’ treacherous
NEP which is endorsed by the revisionists,
in enthusing revolutionary people thus
developing anti-imperialist struggles, and
also improving relations among CRs. For
developing joint activities among C.R.
organizations we should insist on the fact
that they should abide by the joint
decisions. There are negative trends among
C.R. organizations to take up joint
activities only formally or as a token or not
to care for joint decisions which need to be
fought. In undertaking joint activities,
some flexibility may be adopted with
regard to inclusion of certain organiza-
tions.

3.13 We should wage a principled and consis-
tent struggle against physical clashes,
mutual killings, threats and intimidation
among the C.R. organizations. We should
struggle for the resolution of outstanding
differences through ideological-political
struggle and discussions.

3.14 While pursuing unity efforts we should
consistently carry out ideological-political
struggle against wrong trends both ‘left’
and right among the communist revolu-
tionaries. The rightist trends get reflected
in recognizing followers of Deng as
Marxist-Leninists, building bridges with
CPI, CPM and other revisionist parties on
the fundamental issues of Indian revolu-
tion; generally supporting some ruling
class parties in elections in the name of
fighting the bigger enemy; negating the
extra-parliamentary and illegal struggles

and negating secret organization, negating
or undermining resistance to the counter-
revolutionary violence in the course of
building anti-feudal struggles. The ‘left’
trends get reflected in anarchist and terror-
ist activities, negating the need of political
preparation for launching armed struggle,
treating election boycott as a strategic
question and refusal to utilize the contra-
dictions of the ruling classes in favour of
the revolutionary movement. Both right
and ‘left’ trends are harmful to the cause of
the Indian revolution. Ideological-political
struggle against wrong trends should be
conducted in a fraternal way, substantiat-
ing our positions on different questions
and helping resolve the outstanding differ-
ences among the C.R. organizations.

3.15 We should be careful in admitting
comrades from other C.R. organizations.
We should not admit comrades from the
organizations with whom we are conduct-
ing unity talks, We should admit members
expelled by other organizations only after
proper investigation including investiga-
tion into the charges levelled by the
organization of which such comrade had
been a member.

ATTITUDE TOWARDS JOINT ACTIVITIES
WITH RULING CLASS PARTIES

4.1 In semi-feudal, semi-colonial India, the
ruling big bourgeois, big landlord classes
which are in alliance with imperial-ism,
have several political parties which
safeguard the interests of these classes and
have similar class character. But these
parties differ in their predilections towards
different imperialist powers, have their
social mass base in different sections of
society and differ in their approach to tackle
different issues. State of contradictions
among imperialist powers affects the issues
on which contradictions get manifested, as
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contradictions among sections of ruling
classes reflect the contradictions among the
imperialist powers and the sections of
domestic ruling classes having special ties
with them to increase their share of exploita-
tion in India.

4.2 While all ruling class parties defend the
imperialist exploitation of the country and
serve the interests of the ruling classes, the
contending interests of their social base also
find their reflection within the ambit of this
system. They often raise people’s issues to
garner mass support. However, they do not
take up any issue affecting the system and
on the issues they do take up they are
non-serious. However, they do mobilize
people on the issues taken up by them
though restraining these struggles within
the legal limits permitted by the ruling
classes.

4.3 Sometimes, depending on the contradic-
tions among the imperialist countries, their
contradictions assume serious proportions.
They resort to open conflicts, bringing the
people into the streets. The ruling group
resorts to ruthless repression, even fascist
repression as was done in Emergency. In
such situations, the sections of the ruling
classes stand face to face, opposed to each
other and mobilize the people for ousting
each other. Even in those situations howev-
er, they try to keep these struggles firmly
under their control, direct the peoples’
anger into safe parliamentary channels and
not let these struggles raise basic questions.

4.4 Revolutionary forces should utilize their
contradictions to advance people’s revolu-
tionary struggles. Refusal to utilize these
contradictions amounts to standing aloof
from the issues that come to the fore in the
course of these contradictions and refusal to
avail the opportunity of educating and
raising the consciousness of the people

whom they succeed in mobilizing.

4.5 Building joint struggles with the opposition
ruling class parties including revisionist
parties of ruling classes like CPI, CPM. is
part of our utilization of their contradictions
in the interest of our movement. The aim of
building joint struggles is to develop
people’s struggles through forging their
unity and to educate them in the course of
struggle and thereby to win over the people
from the influence of ruling class and
revisionist parties to revolutionary politics.

4.6 We may build joint struggles with opposi-
tion ruling class and revisionist parties on
the specific issues of the people except in the
states where these are ruling. We should
carefully select concrete issues involving the
immediate interests of the people, for the
very purpose of joint activity with them is to
mobilize the people into struggle. We
should not undertake joint actions with
them on issues which do not have such
potential.

4.7 We should not build permanent fronts or
fora with these parties. Building of such fora
undermines our independent initiative and
struggles. Party should display enough
vigilance and initiative in undertaking joint
activities and also terminating them when
they have outlived their utility.

4.8 In exposing these forces in joint struggles
we should be patient and base ourselves on
the experiences of the people in the course
of struggle. We should implement the joint
decisions and utilize review meetings for
criticism. On the issues of joint struggle, we
should wait for conclusion of joint action for
public criticism of other participants. We
should however continue our political and
ideological struggle through our own
platforms.

4.9 While building joint movements we should
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emphasize the forms of struggle which
draw the people into struggle as the very
purpose of these initiatives is to educate the
people in the course of struggle and expose
these parties as and when they betray the
people. We should not reduce the exercise to
just interactions among the leaders.

4.10 While initiative may be undertaken in the
interest of class struggle both at higher and
lower levels, we should emphasize the
initiatives at the lower levels. We may
display flexibility at local level in the
interest of building people’s movement.

4.11 While undertaking joint activities with
ruling class and revisionist parties, we
should be guided by the understanding of
the role of these parties as given in the
Political Resolution. We should not under-
take joint activities with parties ruling at
the Centre or in the state where joint
activity is being taken up. Even when we
take up joint activity on all India issue, in
the state ruled by a participant of the joint
action, we should not hold joint pro-
gramme but implement the call separately.

4.12 Party has been emphasizing that undertak-
ing joint activities should not be at the
expense of the independence or initiative
of our Party. It should not mean undertak-
ing joint activities on each and every issue
disregarding the independent existence,
initiative and programme of our Party. We
should not look towards other parties on
each and every issue and should remain
cautious so as not to become tails of the
opposition ruling class parties.

4.13 We should not undertake joint activity
with ruling class parties, including
revisionist parties, on the issue of land
occupation as it brings different types of
organizations into action. 

4.14 Wherever Party is able to build joint strug-

gles, intensified efforts should be made to
educate our ranks about the real character
of the parties which are partners in the
joint movement lest the joint activities
spread illusions in our ranks about the
character of these parties. We should
particularl educate our ranks that joint
activities with revisionist parties are only
on the specific issues of the people and this
does not at all mean resolution of our
ideological and political differ-ences with
them nor does it mean cessation or dilution
of our struggle against them.

4.15 Contradictions between Central Govt. and
State Govts. should also be utilized. We
should openly condemn and fight against
undemocratic toppling of state Govts. by
the Centre and Centre’s infringement on
the rights of the states. While utilizing the
Centre State contradictions, we should be
careful not to become tails of ruling class
parties, particularly the regional parties of
the ruling classes which periodically raise
the issue only to hoodwink the people and
cover up their failures. Some of these
parties which claim ‘principled opposition’
to Article 356 like Akalis, DMK. and TDP
had supported the use of the same Article
in Bihar, showing that their championing
of the issue is not principled and is subor-
dinate to their power games.

NATIONAL QUESTION IN INDIA :
DEMOCRATIC SOLUTION

5.1 India is a multinational country. Besides
many nations, a large number of groups of
peoples inhabit India who had not the
historic opportunity to develop into nations
and they are at different stages of such
development.

5.2 India has not consummated its democratic
revolution. Utilizing the feudal disunity,
British imposed their colonial rule over the
country distorting the course of its develop-
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ment. In the feudal period several national
groups saw their awakening and laid the
ground for their national development.
These often came into conflict with the
Central power.

5.3 In India the development of state has
preceded the formation of different nations.
Aggressions imposed stronger state
structure encompassing several national
and ethnic groups. The need to secure trade
routes also necessitated a strong central
rule. The emergence and continuation of
such a state affected the development of
nations as was the case with several other
eastern empires. Besides the centrifugal pull
of different nations, the centripetal force of
their interaction also played its role and the
dispersion of the people of different nations
outside their areas also occurred due to a
variety of factors.

5.4 With the development of trade and com-
merce, tribes coalesced to form different
nations. It should however be noted that
absorption of tribes into caste system has
affected the homogeneity of nations. The
various ruling groups were identified with
certain castes only and not with the entire
national group. Besides this process of
amalgamation of different tribal groups into
‘society’ as castes, another process of strug-
gle against the caste system and for its
reform also came up. This affected the
different national groups to different
degrees and these reform movements found
their reflection in cultural expressions even
leading to emergence of new religious
groups.

5.5 Another important factor affecting the
course of development of different nations
is the prevalence of religion across the
different national groups and of different
religions within the national groups. In
Europe the rising bourgeoisie tore the reli-

gious orthodoxy for development of nation
states. In India the dominant domestic class,
the feudal landlords were characterized by
their disunity. The native bourgeoisie were
crushed by the colonial power encouraging
a section of them to become compradors.
Comprador bourgeoisie by their very
nature, do not give expression to the nation-
al aspirations of the different groups though
they do not hesitate to exploit them to
extract better bargain for themselves.

5.6 Colonial rulers have utilized, among other
things, the disunity among different nation-
al groups pitting some of them against
others in the interest of their colonial rule.
They utilized some national groups for
subduing and ruling over other nations and
regions which contributed to hostility
between different national groups. The
impact of this is felt evtn to this day. Though
this factor existed even in pre-British period,
this was utilized as a state policy by the
colonial rulers. On the other hand, British
colonialists thwarted the development of a
number of peoples into separate nations,
forcing them to merge with the existing
dominant nations. This policy of colonial
rulers also increased the hostility among
different national groups and peoples of
different nationalities.

5.7 All earlier struggles reflected the struggles
among the feudals and their ruling cliques,
or the struggle of the peasantry and other
sections of people against feudalism and
war lords. But the struggle of the Indian
people against British colonial rulers in 1857
in the first war of Indian independence was
the first broad expression of the unity of the
Indian people encompassing the different
national, religious and caste groups against
colonial rule. Subsequent anti-colonial
freedom movement further consolidated
this unity withstanding the British colonial
rulers’ attempts to disunite them. The weak-
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nesses of the leadership in the course of
freedom movement and its ultimate betray-
al undermined this process. The native
bourgeoisie was weak to start with and its
subsequent division into national and
comprador bourgeoisie left national bour-
geoisie further weakened. On the other
hand, the proletariat had not emerged
strong enough and its leadership could not
leave a decisive imprint on the anti-colonial
freedom movement. The leadership of the
freedom struggle was dominated by
landlords and comprador bourgeoisie, the
classes which could not carry forward the
struggle to victorious culmination.

5.8 In the course of the national movement, its
leadership, partly owing to lack of scientific
outlook and largely due to class interests
represented by them, did not correctly
formulate the national question in the strug-
gle against colonialism encompassing all
national groups. In fact they denied the
multinational character of India. Search for
the uni-national character of India histori-
cally i.e. prior to Indians acting unitedly
against British colonial rulers, led them to
seek its roots in Hindu religion, the
dominant religion. Even while many of
them may not have been communal, this
very projection kept the religious minorities
out of their vision of Indian nation.

5.9 With the need to mobilize different national
groups into struggle against colonial rule,
Congress leadership grudgingly conceded
the demand for constitution of states on
linguistic basis. After coming to power they
tried to go back on it and the demand for
linguistic states had to be won through
people’s struggles in different parts of the
country.

5.10 The colonial rulers, who had been utilizing
the divisions in Indian society- religious,
caste and national divisions- partitioned

the country on communal lines in league
with the dominant parties of comprador
bourgeoisie and landlords, Con-gress and
Muslim League. Even the leadership of CPI
tailed behind Congress and Muslim
League and failed to formulate a proletari-
an policy on the question at the crucial
time. This partition on communal line was
totally unjustified and has distorted the
national question in the country. Not only
two large nations of India, Punjab and
Bengal, were divided on communal line, it
affected the national question of other
national groups giving it a communal
colour.

5.11 The big bourgeois, big landlord classes
which have been wielding power since
1947 have continued to deny the
multi-national character of India. They
have been thwarting the national aspira-
tions of the people and have been forcing
the people who have not evolved into
nations to merge into existing national
groups.

5.12 National question in India presents a
complex picture, encompassing the nation-
al aspirations of different national groups
and the aspirations of the people with
distinct identity for formation of their
separate provinces. Ruling classes have
been countering the movements based on
these aspirations with the cry of unity and
integrity of the country. The uneven devel-
opment in the country and conspiracies of
the ruling classes against different nations
and regions has further complicated the
national question in India.

5.13 Kashmiris and Nagas have been conduct-
ing their struggle for self-determination for
past fifty years. This struggle has gone
through many ups and downs. These
nationalities have been demanding
secession from India and are conducting
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armed struggle for realization of their
national aspirations. Question of Kashmir
came up in the aftermath of partition of
India on communal line. Indian Govt.
claimed accession of Jammu & Kashmir to
India on the basis of an instrument of
accession with Raja Hari Singh the then
ruler of Kashmir and sent Indian Army to
Kashmir. In 1948 Indian Govt. approached
the Security Council for cessation of hostil-
ities in Kashmir and agreed to a plebiscite
in the whole of J&K to allow the people
right to choose whether to join India or
Pakistan. Indian Govt., which had no
intention of honouring this commitment,
utilized the time gained for strengthening
its control over the Valley and went back
on the commitment. Then Indian Govt. had
agreed to autonomy to J&K. In this too
Indian Govt. was insincere, as in 1953 it
abrogated the agreement and arrested
Sheikh Abdullah. 

In 1970 the last remaining forms of
autonomy were removed with changing
posts of President and Prime Minister to
Governor and Chief Minister respectively.
While initially the dispute in J&K was
whether to join India or Pakistan, in the
course of struggle during last fifty years a
strong trend of independent Kashmir has
emerged among Kashmiris. This trend
bases itself on the premise of national
aspirations of Kashmiris, going beyond
the historical legacy of partition while the
trend for merger with Pakistan bases itself
on religious affinity and appeal to funda-
mentalist slogans. Nagas claimed
independence after the end of British rule
of India for not having been part of India
earlier. Indian ruling classes, acting as the
inheritors of British colonial powers, have
squandered opportunities to settle these
questions democratically. Of late Nagas
have entered into peace process with
Indian Govt.

5.14 C.P.I. (M-L) has been consistently support-
ing the demand of these nationalities i.e.
Nagas and Kashmiris, for self-determina-
tion as a principled position. It is but natu-
ral that struggles for self-determination
emerge among nations inhabiting border
regions of the country. With regard to
Kashmir we unconditionally support their
right of self-determination i.e. either
becoming independent or joining India or
Pakistan. However, revisionists of different
hues have been opposing this right with
different types of convoluted arguments
and have been lending weight to national
chauvinism unleashed by the Indian ruling
classes against these struggles.

5.15 The national aspirations of large national
groups in the country manifest in their
demand for greater power to states and
restructuring centre-state relations. Indian
constitution is federal in form but unitary
in essence. Central Govt. has a very large
share of national income, leaving states
with small resources. Central Govt. has a
large and uncontrolled power to dismiss
state govts. These issues have been at the
heart of the demands for restructuring
centre-state relations. However, the region-
al parties of ruling classes, though raising
these issues for their power games, are not
the representatives of the national aspira-
tions of the people of these nations. C.P.I.
(M-L) strongly supports restructuring of
centre-state relations and making multina-
tional India into a truly federal entity.

5.16 All sizable nations have got their separate
provinces though there are lingering
problems deliberately kept hanging by the
Central Govt, Some of these problems
relate to sharing of river waters. The
Central Govt. is not trying to solve them on
a principled basis but trying to play one
state government against the other. We
support the riparian law as the basis to
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solve the problem of distribution of river
waters while making some allowance for
urgent needs with the agreement of
disputant states.

5.17 The peoples with distinct identity inhabit-
ing contiguous areas but not evolved into
nations had been demanding formation of
separate provinces. The ruling classes
suppressed these struggles and tried to
absorb them into existing nations.
Congress and CPM have been most vocal
in opposing these struggles demanding
formation of new states. On the other hand
BJP has been advocating formation of
smaller states as administrative units. BJP’s
stand is opposed to the principle of linguis-
tic states and respect for national aspira-
tions and is a tool to further their unitarist
agenda. We have supported these strug-
gles as democratic struggles on the basis of
our understanding that such peoples
should be given the opportunity to evolve
into nations. While supporting these strug-
gles, we countered the propaganda of the
regional outfits that formation of separate
provinces will solve the basic problems of
the people of these regions. Some of these
struggles have been successful with the
formation of Jharkhand, Uttarakhand and
Chhatisgarh.

5.18 The demand for separate province has
come up in many other regions also like
Telangana and Vidarbha. These demands
have their base in the neglect of these
regions and the feeling among the people
that their regions are being neglected as
they are part of provinces dominated by
people of other regions. Some of the ruling
class parties also support these demands
for their own power games. Formation of
separate province is not the solution of the
problems of uneven development. We
have been supporting the demand for
separate province only when it pertains to
the people with distinct identity and not as

a solution to the problem of uneven
development. Hence, on the question of
Telangana and Vidarbha, our approach is
to wage struggle against backwardness
and neglect by the rulers of the state on the
issues of development and discrimination
towards people of the region. We do not
support the formation of separate state as it
diverts from the real issues facing the
people and will not solve even the prob-
lems on which it is based.(NOTE:We have
changed our stand on Telengana in 2008)

5.19 Besides large groups mentioned above,
tribals live in different parts of the country.
They do not live in large contiguous areas
and in some cases their over all number is
small.However, whatever their size, they
have a right to development keeping their
distinct characteristics and cultures intact.
Hence, there is need for formation of
autonomous regions where tribal groups
living in such areas constitute significant
part of the population. In other cases their
cultural development should be ensured
by other appropriate measures.

5.20 National question and the question of
people with distinct identities must be
solved democratically to draw these peo-
ple into the struggle for new democratic
revolution and to thwart the ruling classes’
designs to use these divisions for their class
rule and to whip up national chauvinism.
NDR will usher in real equality among
nations and people and enshrine the right
of nations to self-determination.

WOMEN’S MOVEMENT

6.1 “Women hold up half the sky.” Moreover
they constitute that half of the population
which is more oppressed and deprived.
Ever since the advent of patriarchy,
conditions of women have been inferior, of
personal servitude to men. A lot of wealth in
the present system the world over is created
by the labour of women both in the sphere
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of social production and domestic work,
though the latter is not even regarded as
socially productive labour.

6.2 Overwhelming majority of women have a
stake in the revolutionary transformation of
this society and their participation is vital to
its success. No people’s movement has
succeeded anywhere without active support
and participation of women. Participation of
women at all levels is necessary if the
revolutionary movement in India is to
advance and emerge victorious. In our
country, women have played a historic role
in the anti-colonial freedom movement and
in the revolutionary armed struggles of
Telangana, Tebhaga, Naxalbari, Srikakularn
and other revolutionary movements. They
have braved repression and hardships and
set shining examples of sacrifice.

6.3 Inequality, discrimination, physical violence
and social oppression are indicators of the
double oppression suffered by women i.e.,
class oppression and oppression by patriar-
chal order i.e. male dominated society. Due
to patriarchal order, women are subjected to
domestic violence and discrimination at
home. While patriarchal order oppresses all
women in the present society, women of
exploited classes suffer from class exploita-
tion and oppression in addition. They are
denied equal wages and face harassment at
places of work. They are subjected to
inhuman feudal exploitation in the country-
side. They are portrayed as sex objects for
commercial purposes. Atrocities on women,
particularly on minor girls and custodial
rapes are on the rise. Sex scandals are
coming out into the open which demon-
strate the attitude of those in power towards
women.

6.4 Besides class exploitation and oppression in
families, women fall prey to physical
violence and rape in the course of war,
clashes between communities and of securi-
ty forces’ operations against mass move-

ments and terrorist violence. In fact women
are the worst sufferers of caste oppression
and violence on oppressed castes. They are
also special targets of communal criminal
gangs in communal violence.

6.5 Education of girls is neglected and they are
forced to remain in the mire of ignorance
and backwardness. They are denied proper
health care, and even equal nutrition. They
continue to suffer from the evils of purdah
system, dowry, child marriage, denial of
remarriage to widows. Many are not even
allowed to be born or survive through
female foeticide and infanticide, despite
loud claims by the ruling classes to improve
their lot. Such social evils are more
prevalent in Hindi speaking region. 2001
census revealed further decline in
male-female ratio in population particularly
in northern India.

6.6 “Personal Laws” of different communities
dealing with marriage, divorce, adoption
and succession i.e. share in family property,
are discriminatory towards women.
Women’s struggles for progressive civil
code based on equal rights for women are
opposed by the conservative and
fundamentalist forces in every community
who oppose any progressive change in
these laws. Many ruling class parties on the
other hand want to impose a uniform civil
code on the minorities from a communal
angle. Women’s movement should oppose
such imposition and should intensify strug-
gle for progressive changes in different civil
codes. Through fighting for such progres-
sive changes in civil codes of different
communities eliminating discrimination
and inequality towards women, women’s
movement should progressively move
towards a progressive, secular, uniform civil
code.

6.7 Ruling class parties have shown total
hypocrisy on the question of women’s
participation in social and political life.
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There are generally no reservations for
women in jobs and education. Even the Bill
for reservation of 33% seats in parliament
and assemblies for women has not yet been
passed. Ruling class parties are quarrelling
over the quota for women from backward
classes to sidetrack the issue of reservation
for women. There is a justified ground for
the quota for women from backward classes
and Women Reservation Bill must be passed
incorporating it. Women should get equal
opportunities (50%) in education, employ-
ment and all state institutions. Special
efforts should be undertaken by the Govt. to
enable women to fulfil effectively the
responsibilities they get through reserva-
tion.

6.8 The new economic policies have worsened
women’s lot and intensified their exploita-
tion. They are being squeezed out of the
organized sector where anyway their
presence was low and moved to the sectors
of crudest exploitation. The house hold
sectors and ‘cottage industries’ whereby
they could augment their families’ incomes,
are being ruined by entry of MNCs. The
escalating price-rise and disbanding of PDS
has also affected them. The privatization
and commercialization and consequent high
cost of education, particularly of higher
education and of health facilities virtually
mean their reduced access to women.
Besides increasing economic hardships of
women, under new economic policies
unbridled propagation of decadent imperi-
alist culture and values, have led to com-
mercialization of women’s bodies and prop-
agation of decadent values towards women
among youth which are leading to increas-
ing attacks against women.

6.9 Women’s issues pertain to two broad cate-
gories -- the problems they face being poor
and powerless besides being women and

the suffering at the hands of patriarchal
order. The feminist organizations target the
second type of issues in exclusion of the
former and hence as they do not target the
issues against the ruling classes and the
present exploitative order. Such organiza-
tions and their leaders are easily coopted by
the Govt. and imperialist agencies operating
in India. The revolutionary women activists
should build the movement on both types of
issues emphasizing the former ones as they
provide the basis for all exploitation includ-
ing gender exploitation. This difference in
perception of issues relating to women is
largely due to their belonging to different
strata of society though there are common
issues as well. Progressive women’s
movement must take up the pressing
concerns of the women, particularly women
of working class and peasantry.

6.10 We must emphasize in our work that New
Democratic Revolution alone will provide
the framework of equality for women by
abolishing the basis for male domination
and will allow the struggle for elimination
of patriarchal values and attitudes to be
waged at a new level.

6.11 We should wage relentless struggle against
the patriarchal order and values and for
demands for increasing women’s share in
social wealth and for recognition of domes-
tic work as socially productive work. We
should struggle for joint pattas or women’s
pattas. We should fight for equal wages for
equal work for women. We should fight for
equal property rights for women. We
should fight for more opportunities for
women in jobs and education and against
harassment at place of work. We should
struggle against all forms of oppression
against women both in rural and urban
areas.

6.12 Progressive women’s organizations may
undertake joint activities with other
women’s organizations on specific issues,
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while remaining vigilant about the class
nature of different women organizations
and also of the penetration of foreign fund-
ing agencies in the women’s movement.

6.13 Women’s movement is still very restricted
in its scope and reach. Party must pay due
attention to build women’s organizations
and develop women’s movement. It is the
task of entire party to develop the women’s
movement especially among basic classes.
We should also pay attention to develop
theoretically the standpoints of the revolu-

tionary women’s movement. While
developing women comrades into leader-
ship at different levels and fronts, we
should pay due attention to developing
women cadres as leaders of women’s
organizations. Women comrades working
in different fronts should also help in
developing the women’s movement
though all women comrades should not be
segregated into this front.

(Adopted by Central Committee, CPI (M-L)
New Democracy Conference 2004, Special

Congress 2014)

Classes struggle, some classes triumph, others
are eliminated. Such is history, such is tlhe his-
tory of civilization for thousands of years. To
interpret history from this viewpoint is histori-
cal materialism; standing in opposition to this
viewpoint is historical idealism.

"Cast Away Illusions, Prepare for Struggle"
(August 14, 1949), Selected Works,  Vol. IV,

p. 428.

In class society everyone lives as a member of a
particular class, and every kind of thinking,
without exception, is stamped with the brand of
a class.

"On Practice" (July 1937), Selected Works,
Vol. I, p. 296.

Changes in society are due chiefly to the devel-
opment of the internal contradictions in society,
that is, the contradiction between the produc-
tive forces and the relations of production, the
contradiction between classes and the contra-
diction between the old and the new; it is the
development of these contradictions that pushes
society forward and gives the impetu6 for the
supersession of the old society by the new.

"On Contradiction" (August 1937), Selected
Works,  Vol. I, P. 314.

A well-disciplined Party armed with the theo-
ry of Marxism-Leninism, using the method of
self-criticism and linked with the masses of the
people; an army under the leadership of such a
Party; a united front of all revolutionary class-
es and all revolutionary groups under the lead-
ership of such a Party - these are the three main
weapons with which we have defeated the
enemy.

"On the People's Democratic Dictatorship"
(June 30, 1949), Selected Works,  Vol. IV, p.

422.

We must have faith in the masses and we
must have faith in the Party. These are two car-
dinal principles. If we doubt these principles, we
shall accomplish nothing.
On the Question of Agricultural Co-operation

(.July 31, 1955), 3rd ed., p. 7.*

It is up to us to organize the people. As for the
reactionaries in China, it is up to us to organize
the people to overthrow them. Everything reac-
tionary is the same; if you don't hit it, it won't
fall. This is also like sweeping the floor; as a
rule, where the broom does not reach, the dust
will not vanish of itself.

"The Situation and Our Policy After the
Victory in the War of Resistance Against

Japan" (August 13, 1945), Selected Works,
Vol. IV, p. 19.
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April 22nd is the birth day of comrade
Lenin and on the same day of 1969 CPI(ML)was
also born. Lenin observed the Russian society
when he was young. He deeply studied the
econonomic and political developments of the
world. He formulated the necessary pro-
gramme for the Russian Communist Party. To
accomplish the tasks mentioned in that pro-
gramme he prepared the necessary organisa-
tional principles of Communist party. For for-
mulating these principles he had to wage seri-
ous internal ideological struggle against the
rightists and revisionist inside the party. He
formulated the tactics for the democratic revo-
lution. He vehemently criticised the
Communist parties for joining in bourgeois
ministries jointly along with the bourgeois par-
ties in the parliaments. He also criticised those
parties participating in elections hand in glove
with the  bourgeois parties. He drew the lessons
from the losses occured to the communist
movements due to these policies.  He taught
(Millirandism) parliamentarism pursued by
Millirand in France is a big lesson for the com-
munist parties the world over. He severely
opposed the “boycott of elections” tactics disre-
garding the concrete conditions into considera-
tion. He accomplished the October Socialist
Revolution  keeping the lessons of Paris
Commune and the lessons of 1905 Russian rev-
olution into his consideration. Thus he became
the founder and builder of first socialist state in
the world: He proved  correctness of  the scien-

tific communist ideology formulated by Marx
and Engles.

He observed the process how capitalism
developed into monopoly capitalism and impe-
rialism. He taught that imperialism is the high-
est stage of capitalism and that itself is the
beginning of its collapse. Two world wars
proved the correctness of his teachings.
However, after the demise of comrade Stalin
the revisionists emerged in that party entirely
smashed it: Ultimately introducing the policies
of “glassnost” and “peristroika” smashed the
very existence of Soviet Union which the great
teachers  Lenin and Stalin  founded, developed,
enriched and safeguarded. Owing to revision-
ists, the  governments in east europe collapsed
and  ultimately their very existence also became
mutilated. With these d evelopments imperial-
ists jumped with over-joy. They merrily felt the
pest of communism for the world was over for
ever. Some intellectual started saying that the
ideology formulated by Marx proved incorrect:
Some other intellectuals started saying that
there are some gaps in Marxian ideology itself. 

Imperialists started their conspiracies to
come out from all their diseases with the estab-
lishment of WTO. The capitalists, comprador
capitalists and stooges and henchmen of impe-
rialists in the backward countries  stand in sup-
port of imperialists. But still neither the eco-
nomic policies nor the political policies being
pursued during globalisation are able to protect
imperialism. One more great economic crisis
happened  even 20 years after the implementa-
tion of WTO policies. A situation arose where
American econonmic system itself is facing

Observe April 22 as Comrade Lenin and 

CPI(ML) birth day
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topsy-turvy. These developments once again
prooved the ideologies formulated by great
teachers Marx, Lenin are irrefutable: These
developments proved categorically and
irrefutably Leninism is correct even if some dif-
ficulties and odds might come in its way. Hence
Lenin and Leninism would stand for ever in the
hearts of world proletariat and peasantry. 

CPI(ML) new democracy took its birth on
the birth day day of great teacher on April 22,
1969. This party took its birth in the wake of
Naxalbari, Srikakulam armed struggles and
revolutionary peasant struggles in different
parts of the country. The Naxalbari “Spring
Thunder” brought alternative politics in India;
Rejecting the parliamentary path it brought the
path of protracted armed struggle on the agen-
da. Considering the concrete Indian conditions
Party formulated relatively a correct pro-
gramme. Owing to some left tactics and organ-
isational mistakes  pursued by the leadership
Srikakulam and Naxalbari movements faced
set-backs. During this period some Central
committee leaders of CPI(ML) met the leaders
of Chinese Communist Party and Comrade
Mao. They conveyed in detail that the
Programme and Path formulated by the
CPI(ML) was basically correct and correct the
mistakes occured in the movement without
hurting the feelings of the cadres. 

Though some sections came out from
the CPI(ML) formed in 1969, yet excepting a
few all these organisatios are abiding to the line
of armed struggle and striving for the develop-
ment of revolutionary movement. Howsoever
many mistakes might have occured, might have
faced difficulties and odds, setbacks some of
these organisations are waging armed strug-
gles; some of them are building resistance
struggles: All these organisations are maintain-
ing the basic understanding of 1969.  Moreover,
all these organisations for the first time in India
conducted their Congress in 1970 and formulat-
ed relatively and broadly a correct programme.
Unlike the leadership which betrayed the

Telengana armed struggle, the people particu-
larly the Adivasis  in different states  made
many sacrifices for this line.  The leaders and
cadres of these organisations have been striving
for the Indian revolution facing various kinds
of fascist repressions; This is a historical inci-
dent in the Indian revolution.  This is a histori-
cal phenomenon which proves the protracted
peoples war path taught by great teacher Mao
is applicable to India. There is no end to the
CPI(ML) organisations which strives keeping
the aim of achieving  the tasks mentioned in the
path and programmes. Victoriously marching
they would work for the revolutionary move-
ment; Opposing left opportunism and right
opportunism particularly revisionism that crept
into different organisations would unite into a
single CPI(ML). Some revolutionary organisa-
tions declare that the CPI(ML) formed in 1969 is
a terrorist and extremist organisation. They
claim that the CPI(ML) formed recently is a cor-
rect organisation. These arguments are against
the contents, suggestions, advices which the
CPC leaders extended to the then CPI(ML)lead-
ers; The CPC leaders conveyed the formation of
CPI(ML) in 1969 was a historical event.

The birth of Communist Party of India
(Marxist-Leninist) was not an accidental event.
It emerged out of a long process of political,
ideological struggles in the Indian Communist
movement. CPI(M) feels that Communist party
of India was born in 1920 where as CPI feels it
was born in 1925. In 1917 itself great October
revolution became victorious. Chinese
Communist Party was born in 1921. During
1924-27 the first peasant revolution tookplace in
China. Neverthless, the founders of CPI did not
formulate the programme and tactics in the
light of CPC and Russian parties’ experiences.
Peshawar, Meerut and Kanpur conspiracy cases
were foisted against the communist party.
Leaders and cadres made many sacrifices.
However, all these happened without a pro-
gramme i.e. without compass. The first
Congress of CPI was held in Bombay in 1943.
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By that time the CPC was following  the path of
Protracted Peoples’ War and continuing the
Chinese revolution: CPC completed the world
famous “Long March” and continuing the reco-
lution. Notwithstanding that the leadership did
not think to formulate correct strategy and tac-
tics and advance in the light of experience of
Chinese revolution.

As soon as the second world war was
over an excellent revolutionary situation
emerged. The victory of Chinese revolution was
at the threshold. The revolutionaray move-
ments in the countries of Asia, Africa and Latin
America raged: particularly the Vietnam revo-
lution was in raging. The Second Congress of
CPI held in 1948 also could not formulate a cor-
rect programme even after all these experi-
ences. It pursued the tactics of socialist revolu-
tion. Thanks to this peasant movements, work-
ing class movements and many other move-
ments  that arose throughout the country faced
severe losses.

The great Telengana peasant armed
struggle (1946-51) had to face severe set  backs
due to lack of correct strategy and tactics for the
party. This was a peasant  armed struggle main-
ly conducted in plain areas. Chinese
Communist Party shifted its ranks and forces to
Chingkong mountains and continued its strug-
gles taking shelters there when the peasant
uprising in the plain areas faced fascist repres-
sion. Despite the availability of all these experi-
ences the leadership of the CPI did not take
decisions to continue the Indian revolutionary
struggles particularly the Telengana Armed
Struggle in the way the Chinese path had
shown. Moreover,  CC leadership created hur-
dles to the Andhra leadership which tried to
implement that line. In the background of this
party leadership met great teacher Stalin. Soviet
party leadership and comrade Stalin provided
certain important advises and suggestions nec-
essary for the Programme and tactical line. CPI
leadership  formulated its 1951 programme and
tactical line basing on the suggestions of com-

rade Stalin.As soon as the delegation came back
the  Party leadership took a decision to with-
draw the Telengana armed struggle contrary to
the advicses of great teacher com.Stalin. Not
only that they have thrown the programme into
a dustbin within two years with a pretext of
changes in situations. They took entirely oppo-
site stand vis-a-vis the basic contents of that
programme. One section of party leadership
took the stand of praising and worshipping the
Nehru government. The other section did not
support this stand. However, there was no
debate mainly on programme and path: There
was  no debate mainly on the practice of the
party. They did not conduct in depth discussion
even on the great debate going on on  the differ-
ences in the international communist move-
ment. Finally CPI divided into two sections in
1964. The section that came out from CPI
formed as Communist Party of India (Marxist). 

At the time of forming CPI(M) also there
was no deep debate regarding formulating the
programme and path. There were no clearcut
debates even regarding the differences in the
international comsmunist movement. Most
important leaders like Namboodripad and
Jyothibasu were having difference of opinion
on national and international policies. They
placed their differences before the party.
Naxalbari comrades particularly comrade
Charu Mazumdar and others expressed their
differences on the opinions of Namboodripad
and Jyothibasu. Comrades from other states
also were having differences on them.

In 1967 general elections non-congresss
state governments came to power in 8 states.
CPM leadership started new thoughts. In their
political resolution “New situation and New
tasks”  they announced that their road was
“Kerala and Bengal.” With this the revolution-
ary forces inside the CPI(M) felt it was nothing
but CPI’s parliamentary path and differed
terming that line as “neo-revisionist line.” They
supported Naxalbari struggle. The revolution-
aries who came out from CPI(M) formed the
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“co-ordination committee of communist revo-
lutionaries” by the end of 1967 itself. They
formed “All India co-ordination committee of
communist revolutionaries(AICCCR) in 1968.
They formed CPI(ML) on 22nd April 1969. This
is the revolutionary party that was formed
opposing  revisionism and new-revisionism. 

CPI leadership betrayed the great
Telengana peasant armed struggle (1946-51);
Nationally followed pro-congress  policies and
naked parliamentary path. Formed united front
government in Kerala along with Congress. It
supported emergency rule imposed by Indira
Gandhi. Internationally, it had been supporting
Kruschev-Breznev-Gorbochev revisionism and
their social imperialist policies. Since 1967
CPI(M) started forming governments in states
with opposion big-bourgeois, big landlord par-
ties. Supported opposition bourgeois govern-
ments like NTR. Gradually both CPI and
CPI(M) took the stand of overtly criticising and
supporting the globalisation policies in prac-
tice. They implemented new economic policies
in Bengal. Jyothibasu declared in London
whichever party, whoever  might be in power
at centre there would be no objection for the
implementation of “new economic policies.’’
Bengal government implemented only these
teachings. During Devagouda government CPI
took home ministry and agricultural ministries.
During UPA government CPI(M) leader took
the post of Loksabha speaker. Both the parties
being in various committes helped UPA gov-
ernmnet  as  the  main pillars.They distanced
from UPA government at  the time of India’s
nucluear agreement with America. Just before
the general elections.  This is the past history.
Later on both the parties particularly the
CPI(M) faced heavy defeats in West Bengal. The
defeats they faced in the recent parliamentary
elections were devastating ones. The recent
election defeat is the worst kind of defeat for the
parliamentarism (Millirandism) of CPI and
CPI(M) which they had and have been pursu-
ing for decades in India.

To overcome this worst defeat these two
revisionist parties particularly the CPI(M)
bringing forward various slaogans. Among
them “unity of left parties” and “unity of com-
munist parties.”etc.Two  revisionist parties are
only  revisionists and  they are not real left par-
ties. Howsoever they might claim they are only
social democratic parties and they cannot
become communist parties. They are only par-
liamentary left parties. Hence in the name ‘left
parties unity’ unity between revisionist  

parties and revolutionary parties is not
possible. There are basic political and ideologi-
cal differences among these parties. Two revi-
sionist parties are mainly debating these slo-
gans in their state and all India Congresses.
These parties are giving these slogans only
attract and earn sympathy from the general
sympathisers of communist movement who
became worried and agitated having seen the
developments of national and international
communist movement; The aim of their slogans
is not building revolutionary movement but
only to gather votes in the elections: Their aim
is not going back to revolutionary politics and
ideology. If the aim of their slogan is genuine
they should accept before the people that the
political and ideological stands and their paths
they pursued upto now were wrong. Only then
the foundations for the unity of Indian
Communist movement will start. To-day there
are no fundamental ideological differences
between the two revisionist parties. Hence
there is basis for their unity. Neverthless, they
are not ready for their unity. But there are giv-
ing slogans for the unity of all “left” parties.
This proves the lack of genuineness in their slo-
gans.

These parties are giving the slogans that
“all communist parties in the country should
unite” only to attract the communist sympathis-
ers who became worried and agotated having
seen the splits in the Indian communist move-
ment; This is also not genuine. Though all are
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having the  name of Communist yet there are
revisionist and revolutionary organisations
among them. So unity between the revolution-
ary organisations and the revisionist parties like
CPI, CPM is impossible. Becoming single com-
munist party with the unity of all these parties
is  more impossible than that. Thinking what is
plausible in the existing situation to-day is use-
ful and reasonable. 

Is unity possible between those parties
which betrayed the great telengana peasant
armed struggle(1946-51) and those parties
which treat that struggle as the path for the
Indian revolution?  Is unity possible between
those parties which dipped the Naxalbari strug-
gle in blooddstreams and those who treat that
struggle as the path for the Indian revolution
and following it? Is unity possible between
those parties which oppose the Srikakulam
armed Struggle, Godavari valley resistance
struggle and on going revolutionary movement
in Dandakaranyam and those parties who
praise those struggles and follow the revolu-
tionary line? Between the revisionist parties
and revolutionary organisations there are fun-
damental  differences regarding politics, ideol-
ogy, assessment of the system existing in the
country, main enemies and friends:  Hence,
unity is not possible between revisionist parties
and revolutionary organisations. Is unity possi-
ble between the CPI and CPI(M) who treat the
Naxalites as caterpillar even to-day and revolu-
tionary organisations? To-day there is a need
than ever before for the general communist
sympathisers and communists of old genera-
tion to know what are the basic differences
between different parties having the name  of
communist and the consequences.

The CPI(ML) new democracy basically
abide by the programatic and tactical line
understanding upheld by the CPI(ML)on its
founding day-- April 22, 1969. It feels the pro-
gramme of 1970 Congress is broadly correct.
Comrade CP and other comrades incorporated
the basic contents of 1970 congress in 1980

Special congress and 1981 Plenum approved
programme, path and political resolutions. The
CPI(ML)New Democracy adopted these docu-
ments with minor additions in 1992, 1996, 2004
Congresses. Our recent Special  Congress held
on September 9, 2014 approved the same docu-
ments adding with few amendments. Hence the
present day New democracy is only the contin-
uation of CPI(ML)founded in 1969.
CPI(ML)new democracy functions abiding by
its  political resolution and policy resolution.
Our party will have joint activities with the
revisionist parties like CPI,CPI(M) and other
ruling class parties on some important people’s
issues. In the present situation the need of joint
actions increased as the central government is
pursuing pro-corporate, pro-multinational
companies and its communalism. Neverthless,
our party feels  joint activity has to take place
mainly at factory, village and local levels:
Though,it feels, consultations, joint actions are
necessary at central, state and district levels yet
our party gives importance to lower level joint
activity and to forms of struggles which brings
the people in a big way into the movements. We
take part in  the joint activities with others on
mass issues in accordance with our political res-
olutions and policy resolutions.

Hundreds of leaders, cadres particularly
Adivasis sacrificed their precious lives in
Naxalbari, Srikakulam, Godavari valley resist-
ance struggle  etc. under the banner of
CPI(ML)and Dandakaranya etc revolutionary
movements under the leaderships of other CR
organisations: CPI(ML) once again recollects
and pays revolutionary homage to all those
martyrs who shed their blood for the cause rev-
olution and travelled along the revolutionary
road. It takes oath to advance in their path. 

---Long live CPI(ML) New Democracy!
---Comrade CP amar hi!
---Long live new democratic revolution!
---Long live Marxism - Leninism - Mao 

Ze - dong thought!
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The Andhra Pradesh Police has opened fire on
and murdered 20 daily wage labourers in the
Sreevarimettu - Seshachalam forests of Chittoor
District, alleging the victims were cutting down Red
Sandalwood. The victims were not trafficking mafias
minting crores of rupees out of smuggling Red
Sanders, they were wage earners selling only their
labour.In the instance that these labourers were
indulging in cutting down the Red Sander trees, they
should have been arrested and produced in the Court.
By contrast, in the explanation offered by the A.D.G.P
Law and Order (Andhra) R.P Thakur, he says “The Red
Sander smugglers attacked the policemen with
weapons including sickles, and also pelted stones, in
which situation facing continued attack the police retal-
iated in self defense. We still haven’t received informa-
tion on how many Police and Forest department offi-
cials have been injured”. The same opinion has been
reaffirmed by the Andhra D.G.P. It is being said this is
an encounter killing. Even where there are critical con-
flict-encounters unfolding in places like Kashmir, we
haven’t come across such reports of concerted killing of
20 people in a single incident. However, aren’t the
Andhra and Telangana police notorious for fake
encounters! In the last 10 years, thousands of Maoists
and struggling people have been shot and massacred in
the name of ‘encounters’. Even human rights defenders
have been murdered there, under the pretext of
encounter killings. On the same day, the Telangana
police has shot dead 5 Muslim undertrial prisoners as
they were being taken from the prison to the Court.
One of the victims is seen lying dead with his handcuffs
on. The Police is lying blatantly that they opened fire
only to protect themselves from the handcuffed prison-
ers. The bullets of the country’s ruling class are thirst-
ing more for the blood of its own citizens. Every
encounter killing is a political killing. The exorbitant
Red Sanders being smuggled across the borders of
Andhra are transported to foreign countries like China,
Myanmar and Japan via Mumbai and Delhi. Could this
international smuggling ring function without the com-
plicity of the Police, the Forest Department,
Government officials and rulers? Whether the daily
wage labourers were massacred on the spot lest they
have revealed the inconvenient truth about the power-
ful smuggling ring during investigations, is the suspi-
cion that arises. We have witnessed even earlier the
violent rampage of the Forest Dept. and the Special
Task Forces. During the search for Sandal smuggler
Veerappan, we have seen the innocent Tribal inhabi-

tants of those regions being brutally hunted down by
the Special Task Force. It is evident that the Special
Task Force is groomed like a bloodhound squad and let
loose on the people. Moreover, it is in this country that
the ruling classes portray themselves as shedding tears
for the slaughter of cows and animals. In this country
that doesn’t dare to treat humans as equals, people are
taken down like sitting ducks and fowl shot for meat.
In such circumstances, the Tamil Nadu Chief Minister
O.Panneerselvam has penned a gentle and superficial
letter out of obligation and sent it to the Andhra Chief
Minister Chandrababu Naidu. Karunanidhi has issued
a ‘condolence’ statement that “Both the State
Governments are responsible for this”. In reality, peo-
ple from Thiruvannamalai, Salem and Vellore districts
of Tamil Nadu are seeking out Andhra and Karnataka
for daily wage work, due to the lack of employment
and livelihood opportunities here. We must not forget
that the failure to generate relevant adequate employ-
ment opportunities in Tamilnadu in order to preserve
the right to life of the mass of these people, is an indi-
rect reason for this massacre. Hence, it is the ‘towering’
leaders like Jayalalitha and Karunanithi who have been
ruling Tamil Nadu for several decades who should
bear responsibility for this.

Therefore, without narrowing this into a conflict
between Tamilians and Telugu-people, we have to
understand that this is grotesque State violence
unleashed on poor oppressed and disprivileged com-
moners, by the ruling class, with the aid of State mech-
anisms including the Police and the Forest Dept., for its
own politico-economic advantages.

The investigative enquiry on this massacre
should be conducted by a sitting Judge. All the police
personnel involved in the massacre should be suspend-
ed until the completion of the enquiry. Homicide
charges should be filed on those who opened fire.
Appropriate compensation and relief should be imme-
diately granted to families of all the victimised labourers.

The CP(M-L) People’s Liberation and CPI(ML)
New Democracy demand that not only the Tamil Nadu
and AP state governments, but also the Central Gover
nment should assume responsibility for this massacre.

In Comradeship 
Balan, General Secretary CP(M-L) People’s

Liberation, Tamil Nadu (9884963101)&
Chittipati Venkateswarlu Secreteriat member Andhra

pradesh  CPI(ML) New Democracy 9989737776

In condemnation of the massacre of 20 labourers in AP
A Joint Statement by the CP(M-L) People’s Liberation, Tamilnadu and CPI(ML) New Democracy
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Comrade kanuri venkateswarao (99)
born in a peasant family at  Koduru village of
Gudivida Taluq in Krishna district in the year
1916.  He studied upto 4th class. He was very
fond of cultural forms like Bhajan’s etc. By the
age of 15 he had grown up as  an artist in bha-
jans,  mythological art forms. He acted in a play
as Yashoda along with Akkineni Nageswarao as
Krishna in Krishna Leelalu. He acted and sang
and got appreciations from the audience.
Having seen the “Kastajeevi” Burrakatha pro-
grame of prajanatya mandali team led by Kosuri
Punniah, he became attracted to Praja
Natyamandali activities in 1943-44. He partici-
pated in the Burrakatha Traning camp conducgt-
ed by the party in 1944 at Vijayawada. He
became one of the best artist in Burrakatha
teams. Among the three in Burrakatha team he
used to tell humourous tales. At the outset
kanuri used to give 3 or 4 programmes in a day.

Some times though members of the team
changed but Knuri used to fulfill the the main
responsibity. In a short span of time Kanuri team
developed as equalant one to the Central Teams
like Nazar, Vallam narasimharao,
P.Umamaheswarao. Along with Burrakathas
comrade Kanuri learnt writing Burrakathas,
songs, Koochipudi Bhagavathams etc by the
time of Thelengana Armed Struggle. At that time
when Comrade Kondapalli Seetharamaiah was
the Krishna district party Secretary, Kanuri was
chosen as the convenor to the district Prajanatya
Mandali. During the Telengana Armed Struggle
he worked some times as Korear: When
Prajanatya Mandali was banned he was caught
in Suryapet of Nalgonda district. He was taken
to Allipuram Jail in Bellary district. He was there
in jail for 18 months. 

In 1952 The Great Thelengana Armed
Struggle was withdrawn. Almost all leaders
came open. The leadership expressed its inabili-
ty to feed the families of whole timers in differ-
ent fronts. Hence the senior artists of Prajanatya
Mandali went to Madras in search of their liveli-
hood. In consultations with KS and other leaders
Comrade Kanuri first came to Warangal and
from there he shifted his family to Ghanpur in
Mulugu Thaluk of Warangal district in 1956. He
along with Comrade P.Ramanarsaiah bought
some land and started cultivation there. Upto
Naxalbari, Srikakulam and Godavari Valley
resistance struggles he was not that active in
writing plays and in other art forms. Comrade
Ramnarsaiah went UG again in 1968. Kanuri
inspired again with the revolutionary move-
ments again. He came in contact with Virasam
formation. Comrade Kanuri met with Com.CP,
Neelam Ramachandraiah and PR and they dis-
cussed about forming the Cultural
Organisataion. He was brought to Hyderabad at

Revolutionary Salutes to Grandpa comrade Kanuri!
The banner of people’s culture and the spirit of 

revolutionary movements!!

1915-2015
Com. Kanoori Venkateswara Rao
Founder President  Arunodaya
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the time of PDSU formation in 1974 and trained
some students in art forms in the name of
Arunodaya. He inspired the students with his
songs and other artistic forms. He imbued the
interest among the students to learn cultural and
art forms. In the meanwhile Emergency was
imposed. Student movment  and Hyderabad
party situation faced some problems. After the
emergency was lifted student and cultural activ-
ities again started anew. Throughout the state
Burrakatha, Oggukatha, Folk Dances and other
cultural forms. With his incessant and sarcastic
political commentaries and writings he attracted
a great number of artists belonginging to differ-
ent districts in the united Andhra Pradesh.

His wife Damayanthi who worked as vice-
president of Mulugu Samithi after P.ramanara-
saiah resigned for that post in 1968 on the
behests of the state co-ordination committee of
Communist revolutionaries lead by Comrade
T.N and others. She looked after their cultivation
in the abscence of comrade Kanuri. He gave
number of Burrakatha programmes moved the
audience after the fervent public speaches of
comrade SNS and the fantastic translations of
comrade Kaasipathi immediately after the emer-
gency. He remained with comrade CP line after
the 1979 split. Again he remained with the state
commitee majority after the 1984 split. He rea-
mained all along with the revolutionary politics
until his last breath. Since 1996 state conference
political and ideological a struggle in AP sharp-
ened. He supported the CCs revolutionary line.
He attended to the 2004 All India Congress and
opposed right opportunist/revisionist line of AP
trio. He stayed in all most all the party offices in
the united state and gave training to the party
artists. Despite his angry moods on some times
he used to be very very close to the families of
our cadres. He could move as one amongst their
families. He opposed careerist trends of running
for name and fame. He opposed the strivings of
some important artists who were thirsty of pro-
jecting themselves in Cinemas, TVs and other
print and electornic media.  After the 2013 divi-

sion, he attended to the POW state by Sandhya
and others. He expressed his wish to go  along
with the revolutionary line against the trio.
Arrangements were made to keep him in
Bayyaram office. Due to some obstacles and age
he could not be moved to Bayyaram Party office.
He died at the age of 99. He had been a commit-
ted people’s artist in toto. He had combined the
revolutionary politics and peoples arts and cul-
ture against the feudal, semi-feudal, imperialist
culture. He had been a great revolutionary in
arts, culture and writings. He lived a legendary
life until his last breath holding high the revolu-
tionary  banner of great Telengana armed
strugggle of 1946-56 and Naxalbari, Srikakulam
and Godavari Valley resistance struggles.

A memorable condolence meeting in
Hyderabad on 27-4-2015

As soon as the news of comrade Kanuri’s
death on 10-04-2015 at Khammam important
leaders and comrades belonging to CPI(ML)
New Democracy and other mass organisations
rushed to Khammam town and attended to the
funeral. CPI (ML) new democracy issued a call
to observe condolence meetings like a move-
ment from April 15 to 27.  As part of this call a
big funeral meeting held at Hyderabad the com-
bined capital of two states on 27-04-2015.
Kanuri’s disciples of three generations and the
youth of the present generation attended the
meeting and pompously projected their pro-
grammes  like dances, songs and other artistic

forms that they learned from Grandpa in the
formative and earler periods of Arunodaya.
Contrary to the general observation of condo-

Cultural performance  by Arunodaya troop
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lence meetings, this meeting tookplace in a spir-
ited and jubilant way from the beginning to the
end. 

Artists, students and other cadres who
learnt from Kanuri during 1974--80 attended in a
large number. Comrade Govardhan state secre-
tariat member of CPI(ML) New Democracy and
P.Venu, state president of Arunodaya Cultural
Federation presided the meeting.  First genera-
tion disciples of Kanuri comrades
Chalapathirao, K.Lalitha, Yalavarthi
Rajendraprasad, Ramsatteiah,Vinaybabu and
Sudhan reddi etc.garlanded to the Photo of
Kanuri. Comrade Sadineni Venkateswarao: State
Committee Secretary of Telengana CPI(ML)New
Democracy, Chittipati Venkateswarlu,(AP secre-
tariat member of CPI(ML)ND) POW leader
V.sandhya, Mallepalli Laxmaiah leader of
Telengana Educationists’ Forum, N.Venugopal,
Editor of VEEKSHANAM, Sakti, Jayaraj,
Nagaiah, Venu, anjaiah, Jalaiah, Nirmala etc and
all the family members of Kanuri family. All of
them garlanded the photo of Kanuri and paid

their condolonces.

In this meeting professor Hara Gopal
spoke as first speaker. He recollected that com-
rade Kanuri and himself in many meetings.   His
dances, songs and writings thoroughly exposes
the secret of exploitation. He requested that his
writings should be published and hand over
them to the future generations. Comrade
Kasipathi praised Kanuri to the skies recollect-
ing what Comrade CP told about Kanuri.
Comrade SV expressed his praisings about
Kanuri saying that Kanuri proved one practice is
more valuable than tonns of speeches. Kanuri
proved through his practice that he is a great
Communist. Sakti remembered that Kanuri has
always been a rebel. Jayaraju told that Grandpa
loved the people as his life. Arunodaya rama
rao, Naganna, Vimala recollected their close-
nesss with Kanuri. HRF state president S.Jeevan
Kumar, People’s Balladier Gaddar, Radam
Sreenu recollected their memories with
Grandpa. 
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Senior journalist, poet and earstwhile
leader of Prajarasa Saththeesh Chandar
described Kanuri as a fullscale evidence for rev-
olution: He described that there are brothers in
movements but not grandpas but Kanuri made
this tradition topsy-turvey with his 60 years life
among the people. Maxim Gorky introduced the
drama of “mother” to the screen whereas Kanuri
lifted the art form of Burrakatha to the skies and
Panigrahi lifted the Jamukula Katha to the skies.
K.Padma recollected her intimacy with Kanuri
whenever he comes to Vizag and she acted in his
art  form of group dance “Janaganam”.

The earstwhile disciples of 1970s staged
their programmes which learnt from Kanuri.
Chalapathirao the first generation PDSU student
of O.U. recalled his memories with Kanuri at
that time. He explained how PDSU formation
tookplace and in what background the thought
of forming Arunodaya came. Kanuri wrote
“Pragathi Bhagotham” in the art form of
Yaxaganam and  it was played 30 years back

under his guidance. The then PDSU student
Vinay babu acted as T.Anjaiah the ex-CM of AP.
K.Lalitha while singing introduced the earst-
while artists individually who acted in
“Indirajalam and Pragathibhagotham”.  During
this introduction Vinaybabu potrayed his role as
T.Anjaiah, the ex-CM, Chalapathirao showed
Dange’s role with his steps. Sudhanreddi played
the role of Sundaraiah as the “real M arxist pure
and simple” Y.Rajendra prasad as a labourer,
Mallepalli Laxmaiah and N.Venugopal as
ambassadors reacting to the occasions.

P.Venu state President of Telengana
Arunodaya Cultural Federation wrote
“Burrakatha” on Kanuri. While Mrs.V.Padma as
the main storey teller P.Venu and Rajyalaxmi as
her chorus. They played this Burrakatha in an
excellent manner. As the time was lapsing they
played some parts of “Janaganam”. Comrade
Yakaiah who used to give chorous in
Ramnarasaiah Burrakatha sang some important
items from that  as Gunde Sreenu and
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Bheemsankar supported with their chorous. 

Comrade Govardhan Telengana state sec-
retariat memeber of CPI(ML) new democracy
explained the services Kanuri rendered to the
party, arunodaya and the people at large. His
role as Prjanatya Mandal artist during 1946-51
and his revolutionary role as artist and writer
during the last 4 decades and more. He
described grandpa as revolutionary legend in
peoples arts and an apex in cultural field.
Govardhan explained that we were holding this
meeting to re-dedicat ourselves to continue the
revolutionary legacy of comrade Kanuri. He
announced that CPI(ML) New Democracy
would bring out the volumes of Kanuri writings.

Dr.Muthyam who prepared the
“Janajeevanaganam” described Kanuri as a sim-
ple person who dedicated his life for the exploit-
ed people. He introduced the director Sanjeeva
Reddi and  Photographer Sudhakar to the house.
Photo Calander and two books written on
Kanuri were released. Baby K.Sindhucharitha
danced to the recorded song of Nagaiah on
Kanuri which attracted the audience. Rajyalaxmi
danced as a boy and baby Dharani as a girl to the
song written by Kanuri which attracted the 600
audiences. Telengana Arunodaya state leader Thara
Chand wrote a song on Grandpa and sung which
touched the hearts of the comrades  in the hall. 

The AP Arunodaya artists’ red salutes
before life size photo of Kanuri, their songs and
dances  created agog among the audiences in the
hall. This item which projected the life of Kanuri
and other martyrs became a highlight in the pro-

grammes. Comrade Anjaiah, Samrajyam, and
the artists from Prakasam, Bapatla and Gurazala
participated in the ballads. In this programme
Ambika, veteran revolutionary leader comrade
Bandru Narasimhulu also attended to this meet-
ing. Cadres, leaders, writers, artists from all over
Telengana particularly from Khammam,
Warangal, Nalgonda, Nizamabad and mainly
from Hyderabad City who were close to Kanuri
attended . Kanuri family members daughter
Babakka, sons Poornachandrarao and vijayku-
mar, grandson Subbarao, granddaughters and
great grandsons and other relatives participated.
Alltogether 600 people attended. This condo-
lence meeting continued from morning 11 AM to
6.30 in the evening. This meeting started with
welcome address of comrade Anuradha, the
state treasurer of IFTU. This meeting continued
as an admixure of old and new generations after
decades of time.

Throughout Telengana and A.P. memorial
meetings were conducted in almost all districts.
In Vijayawada a big meeting with more than 700
people was held under the leadership of AP state
committee of CPI(ML)new democracy on
05.05.2015. 
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